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Abstract
The ability for megavoltage computed tomography patient setup verification using a
cobalt-60 (Co–60) gamma ray source has been established in the context of cobalt tomotherapy.
However, it would be beneficial to establish improved cobalt imaging that could be used on more
conventional units. In terms of safety and efficiency, this imaging technique would provide the
patient with less exposure to radiation. Digital tomosynthesis (DT) is an imaging modality that
may provide improved depth localization and in-plane visibility compared to conventional portal
imaging in modern Co–60 radiation therapy. DT is a practical and efficient method of achieving
depth localization from a limited gantry rotation and a limited number of projections. In DT, each
plane of the imaging volume can be brought into focus by relatively displacing the composite
images and superimposing the shifted dataset according to the acquisition geometry. Digital flatpanel technology has replaced the need for multiple film exposures and therefore the speed of
imaging and capabilities for image processing has put DT in the forefront of both clinical and
industrial imaging applications.
The objective of this work is to develop and evaluate the performance of an experimental
system for megavoltage digital tomosynthesis (MVDT) imaging using a Co–60 gamma ray source.
Linear and isocentric acquisition geometries are implemented using tomographic angles of 20-60°
and 10-60 projections. Reconstruction algorithms are designed for both acquisition geometries.
Using the backprojection approach, the data are shifted and added to reconstruct focal planes of
interest. Depth localization and its dependence on tomographic angle and projection density are
visualized with an anthropomorphic head phantom. High contrast resolution at localized depths is
quantified using the modulation transfer function approach. Results show that focal-plane
visibility is improved for larger tomographic angles and that focal-plane visibility has negligible
dependence on projection density. Lastly, the presence of noise and artifacts in the resulting
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images are quantified in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio and the artifact spread function. The
work presented here is expected to provide the justification required to proceed with a prototype
Co–60 MVDT system for patient set-up verification in modern Co–60 radiation therapy.
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Glossary of Terms

Adaptive radiation therapy (ART)
A closed-loop radiation treatment process where the treatment plan can be modified using
a systematic feedback of measurements.
Aliasing
Occurs in discrete sampling when the signal being sampled contains frequencies higher
that half the sampling frequency.
Anthropomorphic phantom
An imaging volume that resembles human anatomy.
Artifact
Any systematic error in the perception or representation of the imaging volume.
Computed tomography (CT)
A medical imaging method employing tomography created by computer processing.
Conventional tomography
Parallel-path imaging of a single focal plane per data acquisition (film detection).
Coronal plane
The anatomical plane that vertically divides the body into anterior and posterior (belly
and back).
Cross-plane
The direction that lies in the radiation path and orthogonal to DT planes.
Dark-field
Image acquired in the absence of a radiation field.
Fiducial markers
A component of the imaging volume which is used as a point of reference in the image.
Flood-field
Image acquired in the absence of an imaging volume.
Fluence
The number of particles that intersect a unit area.
Image detection unit
Industry terminology for the electronic portal imaging device.
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Image guided radiation therapy (IGRT)
The localization of a patient by imaging over the course of their treatment.
Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT)
Manipulation of the beam orientation, shape, intensity, and quantity in order to spare
healthy tissue.
Inverse square law
The radiation field strength is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from
the radiation source.
In-plane
The DT reconstruction direction that lies perpendicular to the center of the tomographic
sweep angle.
Isocenter
The isocenter is the point in space where radiation beams intersect when the gantry is
rotated. Measured as a distance from the source (80 cm for the Co–60 unit).
Isocentric acquisition geometry
The source and detector rotate about the treatment unit’s isocenter.
Attenuation coefficient
Describes the beam attenuation due to photon-atomic interactions and is a property of
the imaging medium and incident photon energy.
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
The ratio of output modulation to input modulation. Describes the capacity for an
imaging system to transfer frequency components.
Noise
Statistical variation in an imaging signal.
On-board imager (OBI)
Kilovoltage system that can be mounted on a gantry, 90° to the treatment head.
Parallel-path acquisition geometry
The source and detector move in opposing parallel planes.
Portal image
An image that is acquired with the radiation therapy treatment beam.
Projection density
The frequency with which projection images are acquired over a tomographic angle.
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Registration
The process of transforming imaging datasets onto the same coordinate system.
Sagittal plane
The anatomical plane that vertically divides the body into symmetrical halves.
Slice sensitivity profile (SSP)
Describes the imaging system’s response to a Dirac delta function in the cross-plane
direction.
Source-to-detector distance (SDD)
The shortest distance from the radiation source to the surface of the detection device.
Source-to-plane distance (SPD)
The shortest distance from the radiation source to the imaging plane of interest.
Spatial resolution
The ability for an imaging system to resolve closely placed objects.
Sweep angle
(See tomographic angle.)
Tomographic angle
The isocentric angle over which projections are acquired for digital tomosynthesis.
Tomosynthesis
Imaging process to partially reconstruct a focal plane from limited data acquisition.
Transverse plane
The anatomical plane that bisects the body parallel to the waistline and lies orthogonal to
the sagittal and coronal planes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis Motivation
The purpose of this thesis work was to develop a digital tomosynthesis method using a
cobalt–60 (Co–60) radiation source, for the purpose of patient setup verification in modern Co–60
radiation therapy. In current practice, there is little to no image guidance available for Co–60
radiation therapy. Digital tomosynthesis techniques have been developed using other sources of
radiation, but not with Co–60. The advantage of developing an imaging method using the Co–60
radiation source is that Co–60 is also the treatment source, so an additional imaging unit would
not be required. This investigation aims to design the digital tomosynthesis technique using a Co–
60 unit and to implement and characterize the imaging system.
Radiation therapy for the treatment of malignant tumors is an increasingly complex
science. The current level of achievable beam conformity to shape radiation dose to targets,
demands the use of imaging techniques that accurately verify a patient’s setup. In much of the
developed world, this conformal therapy with image guidance is currently achieved with linear
accelerator radiation therapy units (linacs) that have on-board x-ray devices capable of conebeam computed tomography. However, for a large portion of the world’s population, access to
clinical resources is limited and this level of technology and accuracy are unavailable. Current
on-line portal imaging in conventional cobalt–60 (Co–60) radiation therapy is severely limited in
its ability to provide tissue localization for patient positioning because it is a two-dimensional
depiction of a three-dimensional volume. Also, image quality in Co–60 portal imaging with film
is constrained by resolution and contrast limits imposed by the Co–60 source size and photon
energy. The study and development of improved clinical Co–60 imaging has been part of the
investigation of Co–60 therapy at the Cancer Center of Southeastern Ontario (CCSEO). [Gallant
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et al. 1998 and Schreiner et al. 2003, 2005]
The use of Co–60 as the imaging source for radiation therapy would be advantageous
because it would extend image guidance without the costs of additional imaging devices. As well,
megavoltage imaging panels are being developed to overcome the lack of image contrast that
results from the megavoltage energy range of Co-60 gamma rays. Since research at the CCSEO
continues to clearly indicate the feasibility of modern Co–60 therapy, we hypothesize that
international disparity in radiation therapy treatment can be addressed [Schreiner et al. 2009].
As mentioned previously, using Co–60 as the imaging source eliminates the requirement
of an additional x-ray unit for image guided radiation therapy. This is especially convenient for
clinics with existing Co–60 units that lack the resources needed for an additional device. The
ability for megavoltage computed tomography (MVCT) patient setup verification using a Co–60
gamma ray source has previously been established in the context of cobalt tomotherapy
[Schreiner et al. 2003]. At this time, it would be beneficial to establish improved cobalt imaging
that could be used on more conventional units. Although MVCT provides a three-dimensional
reconstruction of the imaging volume, a full 360° gantry clearance is challenging to implement
for certain patient setups. Moreover, a larger acquisition angle delivers a greater dose to the
patient and requires additional treatment time. Longer imaging time also results in images that
may be more susceptible to motion artifacts in the image. Digital tomosynthesis (DT) is an
imaging modality that may balance the tradeoffs between three-dimensional MVCT and twodimensional portal imaging, while maintaining a comparable image quality sufficient for patient
positioning in modern Co–60 radiation therapy. It also presents a practical and cost-efficient
method of achieving depth information over a small acquisition angle and from a limited number
of projections.
In DT, each plane of the imaging volume can be brought into focus by relatively
displacing the individual projections and superimposing the shifted image dataset according to the
particular acquisition geometry. With the advent of digital flat-panel technology to replace the
2

need for multiple film exposures, the speed of imaging and capabilities for image processing have
put DT in the forefront of imaging research for both clinical and industrial applications. Extensive
DT investigations have been conducted and are now being pushed into clinical practice.
Tomosynthesis has been investigated in diagnostic applications such as angiography [Stiel et al.
1993], chest [Warp et al. 2000], hand joint [Duryea et al. 2003], pulmonary [Sone et al. 1985],
dental [Badea et al. 2001], and breast [Niklason et al. 1997] imaging. The potential for DT
applications in radiation therapy have been recognized and evaluated over the last four years. For
image-guidance with linear accelerators, DT has already been proven as a rapid and beneficial
approach to creating tomographic verification images of a patient in the radiation therapy
treatment room [Pang et al. 2006, 2009, Baydush et al. 2005, Godfrey et al. 2006, Wu et al. 2007,
Kriminski et al. 2007, Descovich et al. 2008, and Yoo et al. 2009]. A thorough review of the
work done on DT in image guided radiation therapy will be presented in Chapter 2. The work
presented here introduces DT as a technique for patient setup verification imaging in modern
Co–60 radiation therapy.

1.2 Historical Development of Tomosynthesis
After the discovery of x-rays by Roentgen in 1895, attempts were made to overcome the
lack of internal information inherent with two-dimensional x-ray imaging. To image a particular
depth within the imaging volume, the focal plane of interest is located at the fulcrum or pivot
point of opposing motion between the radiation source and film. By facilitating particular patterns
of mechanical motion, it is possible to achieve a blurring and focusing method of imaging. The
mechanical motion can be achieved with different geometry such as linear and circular paths. As
the film moves continuously along its path, the image in the subject plane is integrated while
remaining planes are projected at different positions about the film, proportional to their distance
from the focal plane. This brings one subject plane into focus and distributes the remaining
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subject details into an indistinguishable blur. Evolving from projection imaging, geometric
tomography improved the ability to achieve anatomical visibility for medical imaging.
While geometric tomography introduced valuable information about structures internal to
the patient, it was clinically impractical because only one plane was achievable per film and per
geometric acquisition. For multiple slices of information, an excessive amount of radiation and
time was required. To resolve these clinical impracticalities, it was necessary to investigate
multiple plane reconstruction from only one acquired data set. It was determined that the
conventional approach described above could be approximated by shifting and adding individual
films that lie in discrete locations along the same acquisition path. In order to view an arbitrary
plane from this one data acquisition, the individual films could then be shifted, aligned, and
superimposed, as described by Ziedses des Plantes [1932]. Early systems to implement this
discrete tomographic work were built by Garrison et al. [1969] and Miller et al., presented under
the name of ‘photographic laminography’ [Miller et al. 1971]. The term, ‘tomosynthesis’, was
coined to describe an image reconstruction method that made use of multiple radiographs
acquired along a circular path of motion [Grant et al. 1972]. Each image was reconstructed by
optically backprojecting the photo-reduced radiographs onto a film inside the spherical volume of
a mirror/ lens system. This approach to discrete geometric tomography was named tomosynthesis
because the slice (“tomo”) images were synthesized retrospectively. This technique however,
exceeded clinical time constraints because each reconstructed plane required the film to be
replaced and repositioned inside the optical system. Both Miller and Grant demonstrated that
multiple planes could be obtained from one acquisition and that excessive patient dose delivery
could be resolved by using discrete projections.
The mathematical formulation for data backprojection along ray paths that would be later
used in three-dimensional image reconstruction was first expressed by Radon in 1917. During the
1970s, the conception of computed tomography (CT) introduced an un-obscured and threedimensional method for anatomical viewing. In 1979, Hounsfield and Cormack were awarded the
4

Nobel Prize for this invention. In the early 1990s when CT and MRI became mainstream methods
for imaging, the clinical utilization of geometric tomography was replaced except for limited
clinical practice in urology and bone imaging.
CT however, is not without its disadvantages. The presence of metal objects such as
marker pins, prostheses, and dental fillings in the field of view, can severely reduce the image
quality generated by a CT scanner. CT reconstructed images containing artifacts due to metal
objects possess limited clinical use and an alternative method of imaging may be more favorable.
Gomi et al. for example, showed that the digital linear tomosynthesis images of hip prostheses
allows for significant improvement over the CT reconstructed images corrupted by metal artifacts
[Gomi et al. 2008].
Clinically practical digital tomosynthesis (DT) became feasible in the late 1990s with the
development of digital flat-panel detectors and with the advances in computing power. By
acquiring a data set of individual projection images along the path of geometric motion, it became
possible to reconstruct specific planes of the patient by simply designating the appropriate
fulcrum position. To simulate the out-of-plane blurring that accompanies the resultant image of
conventional geometric tomography; the standard reconstruction technique for tomosynthesis is
known as the shift-and-add (SAA) method. Each plane of the imaging volume can be brought into
focus by mathematically shifting each projection an appropriate amount and combining the data
set.

1.3 Purpose of Thesis Work
The objective of this work was to develop and evaluate the performance of an
experimental system for megavoltage digital tomosynthesis (DT) imaging using a cobalt-60 (Co–
60) gamma-ray source. DT may provide a more efficient alternative to current methods of
imaging for patient positioning in Co–60 image guided radiation therapy. In this work, DT
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algorithms were developed and implemented for linear and isocentric acquisition geometries.
Optimal

acquisition parameters for visualization were determined using a clinical

anthropomorphic phantom. The image quality of a multitude of test phantoms was calculated in
terms of the high contrast spatial resolution and the slice thickness. This work is expected to
provide the justification required to proceed with a prototype DT system for patient setup
verification in modern Co–60 radiation therapy.

1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 introduces this body of work by describing the motivation, historical
development of tomosynthesis, and purpose for this research.

Chapter 2 is a review of the literature on digital tomosynthesis in image guided radiation
therapy. The chapter begins with a brief overview of external beam radiation therapy and presents
the requirement for improved imaging in patient setup verification. Particular attention is given to
Co–60 radiation therapy and the potential of DT as an alternative to existing imaging methods.
Most of the published literature originates from research groups affiliated with the University of
Toronto and Duke University. The literature review is presented in chronological order,
highlighting select results from each investigation.

Chapter 3 presents the theory for DT reconstruction and image quality analysis. The
principle of tomosynthesis is first discussed with the aid of a general schematic. This is followed
by a detailed discussion of two particular types of DT acquisition geometries: parallel-path and
isocentric motion. The mathematical theory for filtered backprojection is presented to give some
background. Then the algorithms developed for linear-scan and isocentric DT are explained in
full. The theory used in the DT image quality analysis is also described. The chapter then
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introduces the approaches used to measure in-plane spatial resolution, cross-plane spatial
resolution, and image artifact contribution.

Chapter 4 is a detailed discussion of the materials and methods used to develop Co–60
DT. The physical components of the Co-60 imaging system are described in Section 4.1. The
imaging procedure follows, with details for the acquisition, calibration, and reconstruction of
data. The input parameters required for image reconstructed are also specified. The imaging
phantoms and the experimental details of the image quality analysis are given in Section 4.3.

Chapter 5 presents an in-depth discussion of the results. Section 5.1 presents the results of
measurements on anthropomorphic phantom data to analyze acquisition geometry, depth
localization and optimal experimental parameters. High contrast spatial resolution is discussed in
Section 5.2 using results of a variety of measurement techniques on different phantoms. Finally in
Section 5.3, image artifacts are discussed and some analytical work is presented to quantify the
image degradation with various phantoms.

Chapter 6 presents the conclusion of this research and proposes future work for this
project. The original source code for image reconstruction is presented in Appendix 1 and 2.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review: DT in Radiation Therapy
2.1 Image Formation in Radiation Therapy
Radiation therapy is the medical use of ionizing radiation to treat malignant tissue. The
damage and repair mechanisms are such that tumor cells can be preferentially destroyed. The
most common form of radiation therapy performed uses high energy x-ray beams with a source
external to the patient. The intent of external beam radiation therapy is to irradiate the tumour
volume while minimizing the dose delivery to healthy tissue [Olivera et al. 1998]. The X-ray
beam is generated by a linear particle accelerator, more commonly known as a ‘linac’. As
introduced in Chapter 1, treatment could also proceed with cobalt-60 (Co–60) gamma rays, but
cobalt therapy has not kept pace with the advances in linac therapy. This thesis considers one
component of advancing Co–60: treatment setup verification imaging with digital tomosynthesis.
Projection images or radiographs can be formed by detecting the attenuated, exiting
photon flux that has propagated through an object. Photons are attenuated as they pass through
matter because of the following interactions; photoelectric interaction, Compton interaction,
coherent scattering and pair production. The Lambert-Beer’s Law relates the attenuation of
mono-energetic photons to the properties of a uniformly dense matter through which it travels:

Φ = Φ 0 e −μ

Δx

[Eq. 2.1]

where Φ is the photon fluence, μ is the linear attenuation coefficient and ∆x is the path length.
The attenuation coefficient is the sum of coefficients from all interactions and is a property of the
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material and a function of the incident photon energy. For example, tissues with higher μ values,
such as bone, are more attenuating to photons than muscle [Hsieh 2002].
The imaging source for this work, Co–60, can be considered a mono-energetic gammaray source with a mean photon energy of 1.25 [x 106 electron volts] (MeV). An electron volt is
the kinetic energy gained by an electron when it accelerates through an electrostatic potential
difference of one volt, 1eV = 1.6 x 10-19 J. Although photons can be attenuated by the various
interactions listed in the previous paragraph, the predominant interaction between Co–60 gammarays and matter is the Compton Effect. In this interaction, an incident photon interacts with a
single atomic electron resulting in a scattered photon, a recoil electron, and a positive ion. In
Compton scattering, the scattered photon can retain a significant fraction of its energy and can
undergo additional interactions in the material. Since this interaction occurs with individual
loosely bound quasi free electrons, the probability of the Compton Effect occurring in a material
is determined by the electron density and not the atomic number. Consequently, megavoltage
imaging has inherently poorer contrast in comparison to kilovoltage imaging used in diagnostic
radiology. Kilovoltage x-ray imaging benefits from higher contrast because of more probable
photoelectric interactions that have an atomic number dependance.
Consider a slice f(x, y) through an imaging volume with a spatially variant linear
attenuation coefficient μ(x, y) as shown in Figure 2.1. If a one-dimensional projection image
P(t, θ) is acquired as shown, each pixel value is comprised of a line integral of attenuation
coefficients. Tracing the pixel position back along the incident radiation path is known as
backprojecting the data. The same is true for a 2D projection image that is acquired of a threedimensional (3D) volume. The detected intensity value results from a line integral of attenuation
coefficients that correspond to 3D voxels along the path of incident radiation. The function P(t, θ)
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Figure 2.1 Depiction of radiation paths through a slice f(x, y) that comprise a projection image P(t, θ).

that describes this in Equation 2.2 is known as the Radon transform. The logarithmic transform is
performed on the projection data before image reconstruction in order for the resulting image to
be linearly proportional to the attenuation coefficients. Without the logarithmic transform, the
sum of intensity value from different projection views will be related to the exponential of the
attenuation coefficient according to Equation 2.1 [Dobbins & Godfrey 2003].

⎛ Φ
P( t , θ) = − ln ⎜⎜
⎝ Φ0

⎞ N
v
2D
⎟⎟ = ∑ μ n Δx ⎯⎯→
μ( x, y) dxdy
∫
⎠ n =1

[Eq. 2.2]

Lambert-Beer’s law and the Radon transform form the basis for radiography. In external
beam radiation therapy, radiography is usually termed portal imaging when a projection image is
taken on the treatment unit and using the treatment field [Langmack et al. 2001]. The main use of
portal imaging is to determine the patient setup prior to treatment radiation delivery and to
quantify potential uncertainty. For modern-day high precision radiotherapy, the use of digital or
electronic portal imaging devices has replaced the use of film as an imaging medium. Keeping in
mind that the course of a treatment can occur over 16-40 days [Schreiner et al. 2003], it is crucial
to ensure that the patient is in the correct position for treatment each day. To verify the patient’s
position, a daily portal image could be registered to an original reference taken at the time of
10

planning. In the registration process, field edges are matched first, and then anatomical shifts can
be measured. A shift vector originating at the initial setup markers can be determined and
translated into a numerical couch shift value to correctly position the patient.
The localization of a patient by imaging over the course of their treatment is known as
image guided radiation therapy (IGRT). IGRT can be a tool for adaptive radiation therapy (ART)
because patient setup and treatment plan adjustments can be made based on the feedback from
on-line imaging. The demand for IGRT is clear given the multi-day treatments discussed above
and also the potential anatomical changes that could take place for a patient over the course of
their treatment. That is, in addition to setup errors, the tumor and surrounding structures can
shrink, expand, or change shape. As will be described more fully later in this chapter, portal
imaging is limited in its ability to provide rotational information because it occurs in a 2D
coordinate system [Wu et al. 2004]. To account for this, portal images can be acquired at
orthogonal positions in order to give a coronal (from front or back) and sagittal (from side) point
of view. Portal imaging usually relies on the matching of bony structure or fiducial markers
because of the poor tissue contrast introduced by the Compton interaction, detector inefficiency
and overlying anatomy. Complementary methods for patient setup verification are required for
soft-tissue and 3D visualization in the highly precise delivery of modern radiation therapy.
The utility of 2D projection imaging using Equation 2.2 is limited for the visualization of
a 3D volume because each pixel value contains a line integral of object information. In order to
better approximate the attenuation (or density) distribution of f(x, y) for 3D visualization, it is
helpful to acquire multiple projection images and to make use of Fourier or frequency space. The
Fourier transform is a mathematical process that transforms a function in the spatial domain (x-y)
to one in the frequency domain (u-v). The two-dimensional Fourier transform F(u, v) and inverse
Fourier transform f(x, y) are defined by:
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∞

F(u , v) =

∞

∫ ∫ f ( x , y)

e − j2 π ( ux + vy ) dx dy

−∞ −∞
∞

f ( x , y) =

[Eq. 2.3]

∞

∫ ∫ F(u, v)

e j2 π ( ux + vy ) du dv

−∞ −∞

The Fourier slice theorem states that the Fourier transform of a parallel beam projection
P(t, θ) taken at angle θ, is equal to a line F(ωcos θ, ωsin θ) through the origin in Fourier space at
the same angle [Hsieh 2002]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the relationship in this theorem. This is useful
for image reconstruction because multiple lines through the origin in Fourier space can be
interpolated to build up a Fourier transform of the original density distribution. Depending on the
number of projection images acquired from different angular views, this approximation can be
used as the basis for computed tomography and digital tomosynthesis reconstruction.

Figure 2.2 Diagram of the Fourier Slice Theorem which is used for 3D image reconstruction.
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2.2 The Need for Improved Cobalt-60 Imaging
As noted earlier, accurate patient localization is required for delivery techniques that
improve the conformity of radiation to their targets. When a narrow margin of uncertainty is
associated with the delivery to a planned target volume, the imaging method has to match this
level of accuracy. In particular, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) incorporates the
manipulation of the beam orientation, shape, intensity, and quantity in order to spare healthy
tissue [Schreiner et al. 2003]. Tomotherapy for example, is a specific application of IMRT that
was proposed by Mackie et al. (1993) and involves the rotational delivery of radiation by a source
mounted in a ring-like gantry. This type of delivery is unique because it provides a convenient
geometry for on-line computed tomography (CT). The use of CT for patient setup verification
enables a 3D reconstruction of the target volume that can be registered to a planning CT for
accurate alignment measurements. In recent years, on-board imaging has been used to fine-tune
patient positioning and is able to track tumour motion by gating the imaging around organ motion
from respiration and gastro-intestinal movement [Cossman et al. 2006]. On-board imagers (OBI)
are kilovoltage systems that can be mounted on a linac gantry, 90° to the treatment head. The
addition of a kV OBI may not be feasible for smaller clinics still relying on Co–60 units.
Co–60 tomotherapy has been investigated by Schreiner et al. [2003] in order to determine
the viability of Co–60 delivery techniques for modern IMRT treatment technology as used with
linacs. Dose delivery measurements have demostrated the ability for conformal Co–60 radiation
therapy. The goal of the work was to demonstrate the viability of adaptive radiation therapy for
Co–60 units. For patient setup verification imaging, the Kingston group has investigated the first
implementation of megavoltage computed tomography (MVCT) using a Co–60 source. The image
quality of small, high contrast features in phantoms was sufficient to demonstrate the ability for
patient localization during Co–60 treatment [Schreiner et al. 2003].
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Although CT provides accurate 3D information about the target volume, its use on a daily
basis for IGRT may be clinically impractical [Baydush et al. 2005, Godfrey et al. 2006, Pang et
al. 2008]. CT is often implemented with a 200-360° rotation of the gantry, with projection
images acquired at incremental positions during the rotation. Thus, the time for a CT scan is
much longer than the time required for portal imaging. To collect a full CT dataset, it can take
approximately 2 minutes [Baydush et al. 2005]. The long scan time also implies a greater
radiation dose delivered to the patient during imaging. This may increase the risk of
complications due to healthy tissue being exposed to unnecessary radiation. Respiratory and
gastro-intestinal motion artifacts in the image increase when the patient is imaged over extended
periods of time. For daily positioning alignment, a Co–60 radiation therapy patient may benefit
from a compromise between the image quality of MVCT and the reduced exposure of portal
imaging. Such a compromise exists with digital tomosynthesis and the following section will
further discuss this imaging modality.

2.3 Digital Tomosynthesis in Radiation Therapy
From the above discussion, it is clear that there are limitations to the existing imaging
methods for patient setup verification. A balance between 2D radiography and computed
tomography (CT) techniques might provide sufficient image detail for daily patient positioning
and minimal exposure to radiation. Digital tomosynthesis (DT) presents such a potential alternate
for patient setup imaging. In DT, images are reconstructed from limited projection image sets
over a small tomographic angle (typically 20°). This decreases the scan time relative to CT, and
reduces potential problems associated with dose delivered and patient motion. For select patient
setups, DT may provide imaging when the unit is unable to under go the entire rotation required
for CT. Compared to portal imaging; digital tomosynthesis provides some 3D information by
isolating planes that are perpendicular to the beam at the midpoint of the tomographic arc. If DT
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is acquired in both the coronal and sagittal directions, it is possible to piece together a pseudo-3D
dataset.
Although DT has been used for diagnostic imaging since the 1970s, it was not until early
in the 21st century that DT was proposed as an alternative imaging for image guided radiation
therapy (IGRT). In 2005, Pang reported the feasibility of a new imaging technique for creating
3D cross-sectional images of patients in the radiation therapy treatment room. The generalized
experimental DT system that he proposed consists of a kilovoltage (kV) or megavoltage (MV) xray source and a flat panel detector mounted onto a linac or other radiation-emitting device. The
experimental imaging geometry was defined as isocentric (see Chapter 3) with a tomographic
angle ranging from 20-60°. For this preliminary investigation, an anthropomorphic phantom and
a novel filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm were used. The results showed that for a
tomographic angle as small as 22°, the image quality is comparable to CT for planes located inplane (see Chapter 3 Section 4) or perpendicular to the beam at the midpoint of its tomographic
arc. These results demonstrated the feasibility of DT to acquire images for image guided radiation
therapy (IGRT) [Pang 2005].
Shortly after this discovery, Pang et al. [2006] evaluated DT for IGRT by quantifying the
image quality in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the spatial resolution, both of which
will be defined in Chapter 3. This was accomplished using standard clinical contrast and spatial
resolution test phantoms. The SNR results were not discussed in detail but the authors calculated
a better in-plane spatial resolution for DT than for CT. Due to the under-sampling in
tomosynthesis, the planes orthogonal to the in-focus planes exhibited a poor resolution in a
custom-made anthropomorphic pelvic phantom. In-plane soft tissue visualization of the prostate
however, was achieved with the DT images. This work established DT as a viable technique for
treatment setup verification tomographic imaging in radiation therapy (RT) [Pang et al. 2006].
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In the same year, Baydush et al. [2005] investigated the feasibility of on-board
kilovoltage DT for patient setup verification. The equipment consisted of a linac with on-board
imaging (OBI) hardware of an x-ray tube and detector, mounted directly on a gantry axis that was
orthogonal to the treatment beam axis.

To reconstruct the DT images, a modified filtered

backprojection (FBP) algorithm with a mathematical correction for the isocentric motion was
applied to a coronal and sagittal subset of clinical CT data. The subsets were centered about
tomographic arcs of 20° and each consisted of 61 projection images. From qualitative visual
inspection, the DT images showed an increase in clarity and in-plane anatomical detail, compared
to CT images. The authors suggested that future work on volume registration between the
planning CT and daily DT updates would provide adequate alignment information for setup
verification [Baydush et al. 2005].
Godfrey et al. [2006] next introduced on-board kilovoltage DT for IGRT by evaluating
clinical cases at three anatomical sites: head and neck; prostate; and liver. The DT images were
reconstructed from a CT dataset acquired with an OBI kilovoltage system on a Varian 21Ex
Clinac equipped with an amorphous silicon (aSi) Varian electronic portal imaging device (EPID).
In this case, reference DT images were also reconstructed from reference digitally reconstructed
radiographs that were generated from a treatment-planning CT acquired on a GE Lightspeed RT
unit. Compared to conventional 2D radiographic images, the DT results showed a substantial
improvement in anatomical visibility for both bony and soft tissue localization. The appearance of
DT images was similar to the CT results. The mutual information was calculated between DT and
both 2D (radiography) and 3D (CT) imaging methods. The results showed that minimum mutual
information occurred between DT and a single radiograph, while there was more correlation
between DT and CT. Moreover, as tomographic angle increased, the mutual information between
DT and CT also increased. It was also found that breath holding techniques in DT resulted in
better contrast and soft tissue visibility compared to free-breathing CT. This was evident at the
liver site where the kidney and spleen were brought into clear focus due to the reduction in
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motion artifacts. This result demonstrated the potential for DT in IGRT as an alternative to onboard CT for anatomical sites that are prone to respiratory motion [Godfrey et al. 2006].
To improve upon their previous findings, Wu et al. [2007] conducted a clinical study to
evaluate DT as a daily imaging technique for patient positioning. Head and neck cancer patients
receiving IMRT were initially setup with laser marks on their skin and immobilization mask.
Over the course of their treatment, orthogonal radiographs were acquired daily, and CT images
were acquired weekly. The imaging was performed on the same system describe previously and
DT images were reconstructed from a subset of CT data using the modified FBP algorithm with
tomographic angles of 20° and 40°. As well, digitally reconstructed radiographs and reference
DT images were generated from the planning CT and manually registered to the on-board images
of their respective modality based on bony anatomy. Ideally, each registration would have been
automated and there would be little room for the limitations of manual registration. However, the
resulting shift vectors indicated that there was minimal difference between DT and CT patient
positioning using bony anatomy. Both pseudo-3D and 3D methods provided rotational
information that was not available with 2D radiographic images. This was the first study to
demonstrate that DT has equivalent accuracy to CT for patient positioning. Wu et al. also
concluded that the DT results using both tomographic angles 20° and 40° were very similar for
patient positioning purposes. Finally, the authors suggested the need for further work to evaluate
the clinical efficacy of DT soft tissue target localization. [Wu et al. 2007].
Further investigations of DT for IGRT were undertaken by Kriminski et al. [2007].
Similarly to Wu et al. [2007], the images were acquired with a Varian kilovoltage OBI system
and the DT results were reconstructed from the CT datasets using commercial software. The
authors determined that the optimal tomographic angle was 20-30° because the out-of-plane blur
is sufficiently increased. To reduce the blur caused by respiratory motion while imaging, they
evaluated respiration-correlated DT over three respiratory cycles. The resulting images showed
significantly less obstructive blur than seen in a CT version. The ability for DT to localize soft
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tissue for patient positioning was confirmed by bronchi, liver, kidney, node, and lung tumor
visualization. Similarly to the conclusion of Wu et al., there was minimal registration error
between a DT image and the reference image. Relative to a standard CT registration, the 3D DT
registration error was reported as 3mm [Kriminski et al. 2007].
In an investigation of DT with MV imaging, Descovich et al. [2008] examined the
characteristics of MVDT using the 6MV from a linac. Once again, the imaging geometry was
isocentric with an aSi flat panel EPID, and a FBP reconstruction algorithm was used on a subset
of the CT data. In their experiments, megavoltage CT required more than double the radiation
exposure for aligning patients using implanted markers or anatomical landmarks. Using phantom
images, the megavoltage DT was characterized in terms of the effective slice thickness, the shape
distortion, and the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). Results showed that as the tomographic angle
increased from 20° to 200° for example, the slice thickness decreased from 2.2cm to 4.1mm. The
effect of increased slice thickness is highlighted in the DT coronal images of a head and neck
patient by the presence of over and underlying anatomy. As tomographic angle increased, the
spatial distortion also decreased due to a greater amount of tomographic blur. That being said, the
authors found that a 20° tomographic angle provides sufficient image quality for localization and
registration purposes. The CNR results could not be generalized because of the inherent out-ofplane blurring artifacts from an incomplete sampling of the Fourier domain. It could be stated
however, that the CNR was reduced when organs of different electron density lay in adjacent
planes. Thus, the contribution of out-of-plane information in the focal plane was considered by
the authors to increase the visibility of an organ that spans multiple planes (like the prostate)
[Descovich et al. 2008].
The results from the first clinical investigation of a megavoltage DT system were
presented by Pang et al. [2008]. The system consisted of a 6MV Siemens linac and a Perkin
Elmer digital flat panel that could operate in normal treatment mode or low-dose tomographic
imaging mode. A commercial FBP algorithm for image reconstruction in the isocentric geometry
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was implemented. The image quality was characterized in terms of contrast and spatial resolution
using standard clinical contrast and resolution testing phantoms. All of the contrast inserts visible
in megavoltage CT were also visible in the DT results. For a given tomographic angle, there was
no appreciable difference in the resolution between in-plane slices. For a given focal plane
however, the spatial resolution decreased as the tomographic angle increased. Therefore, the
authors concluded that the image resolution of an in-plane reconstruction was better for DT than
for CT. Consistent with their 2006 report, Pang et al. found that slice thickness decreased as
tomographic angle increased. Therefore, cross-plane resolution was better for CT than for DT. To
demonstrate the clinical feasibility of their system, prostate RT patients were imaged by CT,
portal imaging, and orthogonal DT acquisitions with a tomographic angle of 20°. Both CT and
DT showed a substantial improvement in tissue contrast compared to the 2D portal images. The
implanted markers were clearly visible in the DT results and the participating radiation oncologist
noted a better visualization of the in-plane prostate detail compared to CT. The main limitation of
the study was the efficiency of their megavoltage gamma-ray detector. The group anticipated that
the megavoltage DT results would be comparable to kilovoltage DT with a panel upgrade [Pang
et al. 2008].
A clinical study specific to prostate IMRT was recently conducted by Yoo et al. [2009].
They used an orthogonal subset of CT data from nine prostate patients undergoing IMRT to
generate the DT images. Each FBP reconstruction used a tomographic angle of 45° and 81
projections. A single user performed the registration of treatment images to planning images.
Registration was performed between a kilovoltage radiograph and a digitally reconstructed
radiograph, an on-board CT and a treatment planning CT, a coronal DT and a reference DT, and
lastly between a sagittal DT and a reference DT. When registering bony anatomy, there was
approximately 2mm mean shift vector difference between 2D and 3D methods, and
approximately 1mm difference between DT and CT. Soft tissue could be used for coronal DT
registration, with roughly 1-2mm mean shift vector difference compared to CT. Soft tissue based
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registration alone did not suffice in the sagittal direction because of the thickness of the patient
and the lack of anatomical variation. Correlation values were calculated for this comparison and
indicate that DT is more correlated to CT than a single radiograph. The standard deviation of the
mean shifts and rotations (systematic error) for the DT results were consistent with the existing
2D and 3D methods. Given the shortcomings of the radiography and CT techniques, DT would
provide a balance between the two methods for patient positioning. Through their work, Yoo et
al. demonstrated that DT provides equivalent results (within a designated threshold) to CT for
prostate IGRT using bony land marking or coronal soft tissue localization [Yoo et al. 2009].
Another recent clinical study was conducted by Zhang et al. [2009] to evaluate DT for
patients receiving accelerated partial breast irradiation. Patients were initially aligned by skin
markers to lasers and then shifted based on orthogonal portal registrations. Next a full 360° CT
scans were implemented with their Varian OBI system. In-house software was used to reconstruct
the DT images from a subset of the CT data using the FBP algorithm with 80 projections and a
tomographic angle of 45°. For 3D DT, images were generated in the sagittal, coronal, and oblique
(top down) orientations. Except for soft tissue registration with the oblique scan at kilovoltage
energy, surgical clips had to be used for image registration due to a lack of structural visibility.
The positioning differences were not statistically significant between the three orientations.
Overall, localization was greater than 1-2mm using surgical clips and 2-3mm using soft tissue.
This was larger than their previously reported positioning accuracy of <1mm for head and neck
cancer patients. There was a discrepancy of 3-4mm compared to orthogonal radiographic
methods which were based on the registration of bony anatomy. Their positioning accuracy was
comparable to CT, but insufficient volume information to monitor tumor volume changes.
Therefore, the authors suggested using DT for daily patient alignment with a weekly CT
acquisition for better position verification. Unlike previous studies where a reference DT image
was generated from the planning CT, this group registered the on-board DT to digitally
reconstructed radiographs because the CT slice thickness was too large [Zhang et al. 2009].
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The latest article of interest for this review was the proposal for an integration of DT with
on-line adaptive radiation therapy (ART) [Mestrovich et al. 2009]. This research group presented
their results using DT imaging intra-fraction, or prior to each beam delivery. Based on this rapid,
on-line feedback, their integrated system could adapt the radiation plan to account for intrafraction motion. Re-optimization of the original treatment plan was achieved in a single gantry
rotation by concurrently delivering radiation and acquiring DT images with an OBI. At each
treatment location, the delivery was based on the re-optimization of the previous image. This
group anticipated that clinical practicality could be determined once they had a reliable and robust
DT segmentation [Mestrovich et al. 2009].
In summary, tremendous developments have been made over the last four years to
incorporate DT into radiation therapy for patient positioning. Although most previous
investigations have all been somewhat preliminary, it is likely only a matter of time before this
technique becomes clinical practice. In terms of Co–60 tomotherapy, patient setup verification
may also be improved by incorporating DT; which is the object of this study. Since there is no
commercial software available for DT reconstruction, we will describe in the next chapter, the
approach for backprojection that was used in this Co–60 DT work. A novel mathematical
correction takes the isocentric acquisition geometry into account. Chapter 3 also discusses the
theory that is used to analyze the image quality of the resulting DT images.
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Chapter 3
Tomosynthesis Imaging Theory
Tomosynthesis is an imaging technique that allows for the reconstruction of a set of
planes in an object from a limited-angle series of projection images. Digital tomosynthesis (DT)
is a computational method to achieve tomosynthesis imaging by computerized reconstruction of
projection data acquired with a digital flat panel detector. This chapter discusses the background,
underlying concept, and mathematical theory for a general understanding of tomosynthesis as
well as methods to evaluate image quality.

3.1 Principle of Tomosynthesis
As the historical development in Chapter 1 introduced, tomosynthesis is a reconstruction
technique that allows individual planes within an imaging volume to be localized. Digital
tomosynthesis (DT) is the discrete approximation of conventional geometric tomography, using
projections acquired with electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs). With DT, the true potential
of clinically practical tomosynthesis is realized because of the post-processing ability to
reconstruct imaging planes in the object. Complete sampling of the imaging volume does not
occur since there are only a limited number of projection images and a limited sweep angle
required for DT reconstruction. Thus, out-of-plane details are suppressed but not completely
eliminated as they would be in computed tomography. Data acquired from structures beyond the
focal plane are suppressed by an amount relative to their distance away from that plane. This is
accomplished by the shift-and-add method of reconstruction, which will be detailed in Section 3.
A conceptual diagram of tomosynthesis is illustrated in Figure 3.1. If the focal plane to be
reconstructed is plane ‘A’ in Figure 3.1a, the projected location of a point in that plane must be
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aligned with the location of the same projected point in each acquired projection. This requires a
shift of each projection image as illustrated in Figure 3.1b. For example, the details in plane A are
enhanced upon summation of the aligned planes, while the details in plane B are suppressed.
Depending on the position of plane B from plane A and the magnitude of the tomographic
acquisition angle, the suppression of out-of-plane detail results from its distribution across the
integrated image. The integrated image for a particular plane is simply the average or the
summation of each shifted projection image. Analogously, the tomosynthesis image of plane B is
achieved by shifting the three acquired images to align the projection of a point in that plane (see
Figure 3.1c). Upon summation, plane B details are enhanced and brought into focus while plane
A details are disbursed and blurred out of focus in the reconstruction image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

+
-------------------------- -----------------------

=

Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of the shift-and-add concept for tomosynthesis using linear acquisition
geometry to reconstruct two planes in an object. Column (b) indicates how the projections must be aligned
to reconstruct plane A. Column (c) allows the reconstruction of plane B.
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3.2 Imaging Geometry and Sampling
A full description of tomosynthesis requires an explanation of the various methods of
image acquisition geometry. In the historical development of tomosynthesis in Chapter 1, the
evolution of acquisition techniques from conventional geometric tomography to current day
digital tomosynthesis (DT) was introduced. In this section, the parallel-path and isocentric
acquisition geometry will be illustrated in more detail because of their prevalence in current
applications of tomosynthesis and their adoption in this particular work.

3.2.1 Parallel-path Acquisition Geometry
The clinical approach for conventional geometric tomography with parallel-path
acquisition geometry in the past, was for the patient to be kept stationary while the radiation
source and detector moved in opposing, parallel planes. This motion could occur as a onedimensional linear-scan or a two-dimensional circular-scan [Grant et al. 1972] as illustrated in
Figure 3.2. An equivalent acquisition geometry, often used for industrial application, was
achieved when the source and detector remain stationary while the subject is translated linearly
[Black et al. 1992] or along a circular path [Malcolm & Liu 2006] through the beam.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.2 In conventional geometric tomography, the radiation source and detector undergo parallel
motion in opposing direction while the patient is stationary in (a) one-dimensional linear-scan and (b) twodimensional circular-scan parallel-path geometry.
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3.2.2 Isocentric Acquisition Geometry
For the purpose of radiation therapy treatment verification when the imaging source is
housed in a gantry, digital tomosynthesis can be achieved using a mechanical rotation about
isocenter which defines a non-linear acquisition geometry known as isocentric motion [Dobbins
& Godfrey 2003]. In isocentric acquisition, the motion is no longer constrained to parallel planes
as in the parallel-path acquisition. The detector can be linearly translated as shown in Figure 3.3a,
and then the motion is considered partial isocentric. If the treatment unit were equipped for onboard imaging, Figure 3.3b would be the most convenient geometry for radiation therapy data
acquisition. Isocentric approaches are also used in diagnostic applications such as tomosynthetic
mammography with either stationary [Varjonen et al. 2007], or rotating [Ren et al. 2005]
detectors as shown in Figure 3.3c.

(a)Partial Isocentric

(b) Isocentric

(c) Isocentric

Figure 3.3 The radiation source and/or detector are rotated in an arc about isocenter while the patient is
kept stationary for isocentric imaging geometry.

3.2.3 Sampling
Unlike computed tomography, an exact 3D reconstruction is not possible with
tomosynthesis because of the limited dataset acquired. The imaging volume is sampled by a
limited number of projections which may depend on the acquisition geometry over a finite
angular range. Depending on the application, the mechanical limitations, and the level of detail
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required, the total acquisition angle can range between 10° to 50° [Bakic et al. 2008]. Any
number of projection images can be taken over this angular sweep, again depending on the
particular imaging protocol. Since tomosynthesis has still not gained routine clinical practice, a
standard protocol does not yet exist. In recent years however, various groups have attempted to
characterize the optimal image acquisition parameters. Deller et al. [2007] demonstrated that
certain imaging artifacts are highly dependent upon the density or frequency of projection images
(the projection density). For a fixed sweep angle, their results showed that the severity of the
imaging artifact decreased as the number of projections increases. For a fixed number of
projections, they also showed that the severity of the imaging artifact decreased as sweep angle
increases. This result was expected because of the image degradation associated with undersampled data.

3.3 Image Reconstruction
The goal of image reconstruction is to estimate the true density distribution of the original
volume. Backprojection has provided an effective method to reconstruct DT images since it relies
on the image acquisition geometry. With backprojection, it is possible to account for the
accompanying tomosynthetic blur of over and under-lying anatomy, by accumulating projection
data from different views of the imaging volume. The following section describes how the dataset
is manipulated to reconstruct particular planes of the imaging volume.
The conventional tomosynthesis reconstruction technique is the shift-and-add (SAA)
method [Dobbins & Godfrey 2003] that is an approximation to the unfiltered backprojection of
conventional geometric tomography. Recall from Chapter 1 that the fulcrum plane details are
inherently enhanced as a film and x-ray tube are translated continuously in opposing directions
for conventional geometric tomography. The SAA approach approximates this acquisition by
shifting discrete projection images acquired from different orientations to retrospectively generate
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a specific set of planes. Instead of being limited to a single focal plane as governed by the set
geometry in film acquisition, DT utilizes the integration of over- and under- lying planes to image
multiple focal planes. Since tomosynthesis is a limited data acquisition method, the volume of
three-dimensional Fourier space is under-sampled so an exact isolated plane reconstruction
cannot be obtained. In the following discussion, two separate algorithms for DT image
reconstruction are presented: linear-scan and isocentric acquisition geometry.

3.3.1 Filtered backprojection
Filtered backprojection image reconstruction is based on the concept of a line integral
and the Fourier Slice Theorem discussed in Chapter 2. Equation 3.1 is the inverse Fourier
transform in polar coordinates. According to the Fourier slice theorem, Equation 3.1 can then be
rewritten in terms of P(ω, θ), the Fourier transform of the projection P(t, θ). Due to the
assumption of parallel path geometry, Equation 3.2 can be rewritten as Equation 3.3 [Hsieh
2002].

2π

f ( x, y) = ∫ dθ
0

∫

∞

0

F(ω cos θ, ω sin θ) e j2 πω( x cos θ+ y sin θ ) ω dω

2π

f ( x , y ) = ∫ dθ
0

π

f ( x, y) = ∫ dθ
0

∫

∞

0

∫

∞

−∞

[Eq. 3.1]

P(ω, θ) e j2 πω( x cos θ+ y sin θ) ω dω

[Eq. 3.2]

P(ω, θ) ω e j2 πω( x cos θ+ y sin θ ) dω

[Eq. 3.3]
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The integral with respect to ω in Equation 3.3 is a filtered projection at angle θ. The filter
function has a frequency domain response |ω| and is otherwise known as an ideal ramp filter
[Hsieh 2002]. Equation 3.3 evaluates the reconstructed image f(x, y) for all filtered projections
contributing to the value at location (x, y). The filtered projections are essentially backprojected
along the parallel source path. If a value of the projection is assigned to pixels along the ray path
by some form of interpolation of the pixels, it is known as ray-driven backprojection.
Alternatively, pixel-driven backprojection assigns each pixel by interpolating the projection
values associated with its ray path.
Since the summation process of backprojection inherently over-samples the low
frequency components about the origin of the frequency domain, the Fourier transform of the
projection is multiplied by a weighting function. This weighting function takes the form of a filter
function H(ω) which is the product of a window function q(ω) and the ramp function |ω|. The
filter function in this context aims to emphasize high frequency components, shaping the filter’s
frequency response while removing the blur inherent to the backprojection process. When
implementing a filter function, there is usually a compromise reached between high frequency
noise reduction and the removal of low frequency blur.

3.3.2 Linear-scan Digital Tomosynthesis
To reconstruct a particular plane by directly shifting and adding projection images, the
plane of interest must lie parallel to the motion between the radiation source and detector. This
scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and can be used to formulate the fundamental theory for DT
image reconstruction.
Consider the two-dimensional illustration of linear-scan geometry in Figure 3.4. The
radiation emanates from an ideal point source and is detected by the flat panel detector while a
subject is linearly translated through the beam. The shortest distance from the source to the plane
of interest is the source-to-plane distance (SPD) and from the source to the detector is the source28

point source
θ

SPD
∆x

h
X

O

SDD

detector

Figure 3.4 A two-dimensional schematic of the experimental linear-scan geometry for DT using Co–60.

to-detector distance (SDD). The distance ∆x from the center of translation to isocenter changes as
the subject is translated along its path. Concurrently, the distance X that defines the domain that
detects the ray path through the center of translation will change by a magnification of ∆x that
depends on SPD and SDD. Another way to think of X, is as the relative displacement of a
projected impulse relative to the detector’s midpoint O [Dobbin & Godfrey 2003]. The
mathematical approach to align each location X along the subject’s translation for a specific SPD
is based on the geometry of the imaging setup. Each projection image P(X, θ) along the imaging
trajectory is shifted by the amount of pixels determined using:

⎞
1
⎛ SDD ⎞⎛
⎟⎟
X = Δx ⎜
⎟⎜⎜
⎝ SPD ⎠⎝ pixel pitch ⎠

[Eq. 3.4]

where the pixel pitch is the dimension of a single pixel. Similarly, this required shift for each
projection k can be expressed in terms of the impulse height h above the detector [Dobbins &
Godfrey 2003]:
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h = SDD − SPD

[Eq. 3.5]

shift k (h ) = ± X k (h )

The resulting image S(X, h) of a focal plane at a particular SPD then becomes the summation of
all (n) shifted projection images:

S( X, h ) =

n

∑

Pk (X ± shift k ( h ))

[Eq. 3.6]

k =1

.
To reconstruct the DT image, an average of S(X, h) is calculated. Keep in mind that the
shifted projections are padded with zeros to compensate for the focal plane details that do not get
projected onto the detector. Since these padded regions vary in width for each projection, a
separate algorithm is necessary to ensure a consistent average in the peripheral of the
reconstructed image. In other words, since each projection is shifted by a different amount, no
two projections entirely overlap. To account for the 2n regions of S(X, h) that do not contain n
projections, individual local averages are calculated for each column in Figure 3.5. S(X, h) is
divided into three different sections in Figure 3.5 to help visualize the different regions involved
in this calculation: the central section S(1)(X, h), and peripheral sections S(2)(X, h) and S(3)(X, h).
S(1)(X, h) is a summation of all projections and defines the region where all composite images
overlap. The tomosynthesis calculation for S(1)(X, h) is the average of all data:

T (1) (X, h ) =

1 n
∑ Pk (X ± shift k (h))
n k =1
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[Eq. 3.7]

S(1)
S(3)

S(2)

Figure 3.5

The composite shifted projection images of a linear-scan summation image S(X, h). Columns

in the center of the image such as section S(1) contain more overlapping projections then columns towards
the image peripheral in sections S(2) and S(3). The location of two individual shifted projections is set apart
in red and blue.

The number of projections comprising each region in S(2)(X, h) and S(3)(X, h) decreases
proportional to the distance away from S(1)(X, h). To calculate the distance between two shifted
projections in terms of pixel spacing, it is useful to denote the translation increments by k, the
total number of increments by n, and the incremental distance by d. The pixel spacing between
two shifted projection images that do not overlap is:

⎞
1
⎛ SDD ⎞⎛
⎟⎟
ΔX = d ⎜
⎟⎜⎜
⎝ SPD ⎠⎝ pixel pitch ⎠

⎛ ⎛ dn
⎞ ⎛ dn
⎞⎞
⎜⎜ ⎜ − (k + 1) ⎟ − ⎜ − k ⎟ ⎟⎟
⎠ ⎝ 2
⎠⎠
⎝⎝ 2
[Eq. 3.8]

⎞
1
⎛ SDD ⎞⎛
⎟⎟
X k +1 − X k = d ⎜
⎟⎜⎜
⎝ SPD ⎠⎝ pixel pitch ⎠

The regional averages can then be determined separately using Equation 3.9 and 3.10:

Tk( 2) (h ) =

1
S(k2) (h )
(k + 2)
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[Eq. 3.9]

Tk(3) (h ) =

1
S(k3) (h )
n − (k + 1)

[Eq. 3.10]

The fractional coefficients ensure that each region is averaged by the correct number of
projections. At this point, T(1)(X, h), T(2)(X, h), and T(3)(X, h) can be horizontally concatenated to
achieve the final DT image T(X, h).

3.3.3 Isocentric Digital Tomosynthesis
The isocentric geometry is a more convenient method for DT imaging because of the
limitations inherent with linear-scan geometry, as will be discussed in Chapter 4. In order to
apply the isocentric acquisition geometry of Figure 3.3b for tomosynthesis, a more complicated
backprojection scheme is necessary for image reconstruction. Unlike the linear-scan geometry
described earlier, the projection data cannot be simply shifted and added since the focal plane no
longer lies parallel to the source and detector motion. Since the imaging subject is rotated after
each acquired projection, the first task in the reconstruction is to project the entire dataset to a
simulated detector plane that lies parallel to the focal plane of the object. The simulated plane of
projected data is indicated in Figure 3.6 by the dashed line. It is at an angle γ from the detector
plane that is the same angle of object rotation. If the data were actually acquired by a detector at
the location of the simulated plane, the acquisition geometry is linear-scan, as seen in Figure 3.6b.
Since the projections are accumulated at the detector plane which is not parallel to the focal
plane, it is necessary to project the data in order to simulate linear-scan geometry. This technique
allows for the computation of virtual detector data that will enable the subsequent use of shiftand-add tomosynthesis.
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(a)

(b)

γ

γ

Figure 3.6

Two-dimensional illustration of the experimental DT isocentric acquisition geometry with (a)

the imaging volume rotated by tomographic angle γ and (b) ‘(a)’ rotated by γ.

In order to formulate the first stage of three-dimensional backprojection for isocentric DT
reconstruction, the horizontal and vertical directions are considered separately. Starting with the
horizontal direction in two-dimensions, detector column c corresponds to the backprojected
column c’ specified in Figure 3.7b and by:

⎛ SDD ⎞
c=a ⎜
⎟
⎝ SDD ± Δl ⎠
⎛
SDD
c = (c' ∗ pixelpitch) cos γ ⎜
⎜ SDD ± (c' ∗ pixelpitch) sin γ
⎝
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⎞
1
⎟ ∗
⎟
pixelpitch
⎠

[Eq. 3.11]

(a)

(b)

SPD

c

γ

c’
SDD

∆l
a

Figure 3.7 (a) Two-dimensional schematic of the horizontal backprojection. (b) Magnification of the red
boxed region in (a).

Similarly in the vertical direction, detector row r corresponds to the backprojected row r’
specified in Figure 3.8 and by:

⎛
r = r ' ⎜⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
2 ⎟
+ ( (c' ∗ pitch ) cos γ ) ⎟⎠

SDD 2 + (c ∗ pitch ) 2
( SDD m Δl) 2

[Eq. 3.12]

The dashed rectangle in Figure 3.8 is the two-dimensional simulated detector plane, upon which
detector data is backprojected to. Using the above formulas for isocentric DT, the measured data
can be projected so that the simulated detector pixels (r’, c’) are assigned the appropriate value.
The sign convention for the backprojected data depends on the angle of the simulated detector
plane relative to the detector, and the pixel position relative to the detector midpoint.
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(r, c)
(r’, c’)

γ
∆l

SDD

Figure 3.8

Two-dimensional schematic of the vertical backprojection used for DT image reconstruction

in the isocentric acquisition geometry. The dashed box represents the simulation plane.

The second stage of three-dimensional backprojection for isocentric DT reconstruction is
to shift and add the data. This is accomplished by considering the position of the focal plane, a
distance ∆p away from the plane rotated about isocenter in Figure 3.9. By specifying ∆p, SPD,
SDD and angle of rotation (γ), the shift shiftk(∆p) required to align each projected image at the
detector midpoint can be calculated using:

⎛
⎛
SDD(cos γ ) ⎞
SDD(cos γ )
⎟⎟ ± ⎜ SPD(sin γ ) ∗
shift k (Δp) = m ⎜⎜ SPD(sin γ ) ∗
⎜
SPD(cos γ ) ⎠
( SPD(cos γ ) ± Δp
⎝
⎝

⎡
SDD
SDD(cos γ )
shift k (Δp) = SPD(sin γ ) ⎢ m
±
SPD
( SPD(cos γ ) ± Δp
⎣⎢

⎤
⎥
) ⎦⎥

⎞
⎟
) ⎟⎠

[Eq. 3.13]

This equation is based on the geometric relationships in Figure 3.9. Again, the sign convention
for the shifted data will depend on the angle of the simulated detector plane and the pixel position
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SPD

γ

∆p

SDD

shiftk(Δp)

Figure 3.9

Two-dimensional schematic of the shifting component in the isocentric DT image

reconstruction algorithm.

relative to the detector midpoint. Once all the backprojected images have been shifted
accordingly, the coincident dataset is averaged. Unlike the linear-scan dataset after shifting, all of
the projection matrices align without peripheral regions of overlap. For this reason, the resulting
DT image T(c’, ∆p) is simply the average of the number of projection images (n) comprising the
summation image:

T(c' , Δp) =

1 n
∑ Pk ( c' ± shift k (Δp) )
n k =1

[Eq. 3.14]

The visibility of details in a DT image is severely degraded by the out-of-plane blurring
that result from the shift-and-add method of reconstruction. The blur appears as a striping artifact
in the DT image and lowers the contrast of focal plane structures to incorporate the range of the
entire data set. After backprojection, high-pass or band-pass filters can be applied to lessen the
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out-of-plane blur. For the purpose of this DT investigation, unfiltered data is presented in
Chapter 5. If imaging detail is sufficient for patient setup verification without filtering, it is
reasonable to assume that image quality will improve with appropriate filtering.

3.4 Assessment of Image Quality

A number of different metrics have been developed to enable some quantification
for the comparison of different images or image techniques. These metrics aim to describe
the level of precision and accuracy associated with the imaging methods and reconstruction
involved. The performance parameters considered in this work are described in detail below and
include in-plane and cross-plane high contrast spatial resolution.
High contrast spatial resolution describes the ability to resolve closely placed, highly
contrasting objects in an image. This metric quantifies the level of detail that an image contains;
for modern imaging systems, resolution specifically describes the response of the system to small
structures or high-frequency components [Hsieh 2002]. Since spatial resolution may depend on
the contrast and shape of the objects viewed as well as on the imaging system, it is important to
quantify data for high contrast performance alone.
For 3D imaging, the spatial resolution can be measured both in-plane and cross-plane as
defined by the orientations in Figure 3.10. In-plane refers to the x-y planar direction, parallel to
the image detector and cross-plane refers to the z-axial direction, perpendicular to the x-y plane.
Individual in-plane (sagittal) slices are reconstructed in DT using the theory of Section 3.3, and
individual slices can be pieced together along the z-axis to yield volumetric data.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10 (a) Axial orientation with respect to the detector plane. (b) Image slices are reconstructed
parallel to the detector plane (in-plane) and stacked in the cross-plane direction. (c) Anatomical planes.

3.4.1 In-Plane
A simple way to evaluate in-plane high contrast spatial resolution is by visibly resolving
the line pairs of equally spaced highly contrasting bars. The unit of measurement is the line pair
per distance (i.e. lp/mm) and higher resolution signifies that the system can resolve smaller
spaced line pairs. The highest spatial frequency just resolvable or barely separable by an observer
defines the high contrast resolution in this method. Reducing the scale of a pattern until it can no
longer be seen was the usual practice before less subjective methods of measurement were
established [Coltman 1954].
A more highly developed method to determine in-plane spatial resolution for comparative
analysis is to determine the relative modulation transfer function (MTF) from the cyclic bar
patterns described previously. The MTF is the ratio of output modulation to input modulation and
describes the capacity for an imaging system to transfer the frequency components of an image.
Using a parallel line test pattern, the experimental square wave input provides a measurable sine
wave output response which has a reduction in amplitude and remains a function of frequency
(see Figure 3.11).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11 (a) Square wave input function with amplitude ∆A1. (b) Sinusoidal output function with
amplitude ∆A2.

For linear systems, it has been shown that the output response can be obtained as the
product of the sinusoidal Fourier components of the input and the sine wave response (MTF) of
the system [Selwyn & Tearle 1946]. Referring to the quantities in Figure 3.11, the amplitude
response [Shade 1948] or square wave response is given by:

r (f ) =

ΔA 2 / ΔA1
A 2 / A1

[Eq. 3.15]

and is a function of the frequency (f) of test patterns (i.e. number of lines per unit distance). As
well, the input square wave can be resolved into its Fourier components F(x) [Coltman 1954]:

F( x ) = A 1 + ΔA 1

4⎡
x 1
x 1
x 1
x
⎤
cos(2π f ) − cos 3(2π f ) + cos 5(2π f ) − cos 7(2π f ) + ...⎥
⎢
π⎣
δ 3
δ 5
δ 7
δ
⎦
[Eq. 3.16]

then it follows that r(f) is obtained when each term in Equation 3.16 is multiplied by the sine
wave response factor M(f):
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r (f ) =

4⎡
M(3f ) M(5f ) M(7f )
⎤
M (f ) −
+
−
+ ...⎥
⎢
π⎣
3
5
7
⎦

[Eq. 3.17]

The series in Equation 3.17 can be solved for M(f) and expressed as the MTF [Coltman 1954].

M (f ) =

MTF(f ) =

π
4 ΔA 1

π⎡
r (3f ) r (5f ) r (7f )
⎤
r (f ) +
−
+
+ ...⎥
⎢
4⎣
3
5
7
⎦

[Eq. 3.18]

ΔA 2 (3f ) ΔA 2 (5f ) ΔA 2 (7f )
⎡
⎤
−
+
+ ...⎥
⎢ΔA 2 (f ) +
3
5
7
⎣
⎦

Then by removing higher order terms, the simplified MTF is given by:

MTF(f ) =

π ΔA 2 ( f )
4 ΔA 1

;

f≥

fc
3

[Eq. 3.19]

where the function equals zero for the cutoff frequency fc [Droege & Morin 1982]. Since it may
be difficult to calculate the output signal in an actual image which will also contain noise, Droege
and Morin suggested using the relationships between the square wave input amplitude A1, the
output signal amplitude A2, and their respective variances:

ΔA 12 = σ12

[Eq. 3.20]

1
ΔA 22 = σ 22
2

The variance is defined by:

σ 2 (f ) = σ 2t (f ) − σ 2n (f )
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[Eq. 3.21]

where σ2t(f) is the total variance and σ2n(f) is the random noise variance [Droege & Morin 1982].
Equation 3.22 can be used to estimate σ2t(f) of an entire region of K pixels by defining a region
of interest (ROI) of k pixels of individual value ‘x’.

2

k

σ 2t (f ) =

∑ (x
i =1

i

− x)

[Eq. 3.22]

k −1

To avoid contributions from fixed pattern noise, the random noise variance can be determined by
subtracting a select region between two similar images. Given that the variance of similar images
contribute equally to the combined value, σ2n(f) can be calculated using:

2
σ sub
= 2σ n2

[Eq. 3.23]

Since the sinusoidal output is proportional to the variance of the pixel values within a cyclic bar
pattern (like those shown introduced by the test phantom in Section 4.3.2), the MTF can be
defined in terms of the standard deviation (σ). To gauge image system performance with this
technique, a relative MTF (RMTF) can be determined by:

RMTF(f ) =

σ( f )
σ(f1 )

[Eq. 3.24]

Once the RMTF for each line pair frequency is calculated, spatial resolution values can be
extracted from a linear fit of the data points at 5% of the maximum [Rajapakshe et al. 1996]. This
method of measurement is a standard calculation routine used in clinical system performance
testing.
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Another popular way to quantify high contrast spatial resolution is to determine the MTF
by calculating the frequency response of an input impulse function. The resultant MTF is a
continuous function of spatial resolution, equivalent to that determined by the line-pair method.
The response of the system to an ideal point object or Dirac delta function is known as the point
spread function (PSF), and the MTF is then its Fourier transform. To approximate the point
spread function (PSF) experimentally, the line spread function (LSF) is the derivative of a high
contrast, straight edge profile. Table 3.1 illustrates this concept by depicting an edge profile,
differentiated to obtain the LSF, and transformed to obtain the MTF curve. The limiting
resolution corresponds to the frequency where the MTF curve approaches zero or more
specifically, 5% of the maximum value [Silverman 1998].

Edge Spread Function Line (Point) Spread Modulation Transfer
(derivative of ESF)

Table 3.1

(Fourier Transform of PSF)

The straight edge profile is a practical method to approximate the PSF and to calculate the

MTF for high contrast spatial resolution analysis.

3.4.2 Cross-Plane
Cross-plane high contrast spatial resolution or the resolving power between planes is
often described by the slice sensitivity profile (SSP). Similar to the point spread function, the
SSP describes the system response to a Dirac delta function but in the cross-plane direction. The
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SSP response curve is extracted from a reconstructed plane and the values are used to determine
the thickness at full width at half maximum (FWHM).
The general way to approach this measurement is to approximate an ideal point object by
using a high contrast straight edge, similarly as used for the in-plane measurement, but at a
known shallow incline (θ) from the detector plane (see Figure 3.12). This ‘ramp’ method
magnifies the SSP in the x-y plane by a factor of 1/tan(θ) [Hsieh 2001].

Figure 3.12

The ramp method is a convenient way to calculate the slice sensitivity profile (SSP) and the

slice thickness in the cross-plane direction. These quantities are a measure of spatial resolution.

The slice thickness 2t can be determined from the FWHM of the in-plane SSP and the ramp angle
θ, according to:

t = s tan(θ)

[Eq. 3.25]

The slice thickness can also be defined as the distance where the out-of-slice FWHM of
the MTF drops to half the spatial frequency of the in-slice FWHM [Deller et al. 2007]. In this
approach, an edge ramp is used in a similar way to the in-plane calculation, and the MTF is then
calculated from the LSF measured in-plane. When the out-of-plane MTF reaches FWHM at half
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the maximum FWHM spatial frequency, the corresponding value of s and θ from Figure 3.12 can
be used to calculate t. A similar approach presented by Li et al. [2006], determines the HWHM
(half-width, half-maximum) values from a series of MTF curves calculated from multiple edge
profiles about the reconstructed plane of a ramp phantom. The resulting HWHM values are
plotted with respect to their relative distance from the reconstructed plane to give the SSP.

3.5 Image Artifacts
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is measured to compare the level of desired signal to the
level of background noise in a digital tomosynthesis (DT) image. This method is taken from the
DT analysis presented by Gomi & Hirano [2008]. The calculation was first presented in a paper
by Rose [1948] and is defined by:

SNR =

I Feature (z 0 ) − I BG (z 0 )
σ BG (z 0 )

[Eq. 3.26]

where the mean pixel intensity of a particular feature in a region of interest (ROI) is denoted by
IFeature(z0) and the mean pixel value of a background ROI is IBG(z0). The standard deviation of
pixel values in the background ROI is denoted by σBG(z0).
Inherent tomosynthetic blur is the leading cause of imaging artifacts compared to
radiation source size, alignment and measurement error, and reconstruction interpolation. There is
limited cross-plane resolution associated with DT imaging because of the obstructive imaging
artifacts introduced by the shifting and adding image reconstruction. The feature plane can be
significantly obscured by the integrated out-of-plane details. The tomosynthetic blur is often
referred to as ghosting artifact because details from the focal plane appear similar in out-of-focus
planes. According to the discussion of Figure 3.1, ghosting artifacts will be more pronounced in
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planes that are in closest proximity to the focal plane. Wu et al. [2004] define the artifact spread
function (ASF) as a measure to quantify the tomosynthetic blur:

ASF =

I Artifact (z) − I BG (z)
I Feature (z 0 ) − I BG (z 0 )

[Eq. 3.27]

where the mean pixel value in the out-of-plane ROI is denoted by IArtifact(z) and the corresponding
background is denoted by IBG(z). The mean pixel value in the focal plane ROI is denoted by
IFeature(z0) and its corresponding background is denoted by IBG(z0).

This chapter has presented the necessary theory to understand what digital tomosynthesis
is and how to implement it. The image reconstruction of two acquisition geometries has been
formulated and explained with the help of diagrams. Also, the theory for the image quality
analysis that will be done on the resulting images has been presented. In the next chapter, a
description of all of the materials used in this DT work is given. Specific experimental parameters
and procedures are detailed as well.
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Chapter 4
Materials and Methods
4.1 Cobalt-60 Imaging System
The cobalt–60 (Co–60) imaging system at the Cancer Center of Southeastern Ontario
(CCSEO) was comprised of a Co–60 radiotherapy unit, a stage for phantom translation and
rotation, and an image detection unit. These individual components are discussed throughout this
section. In past research, components of this system have been used to implement pencil-beam,
fan-beam and cone-beam computed tomography imaging. The purpose of the bench-top system
was to study the characteristics and feasibility of Co–60 imaging. Figure 4.1 depicts the imaging
system components as they were used in this digital tomosynthesis (DT) imaging research. The
gantry of the Theratron 780C Co–60 radiotherapy unit (Best Theratronics, Kanata, ON) is rotated
90° from its upright position. An in-house built translation-rotation device was used to rotate the
imaged object in the center of the Co–60 radiation beam. An LC250 (liquid ion chamber)
electronic portal imaging device (EPID) (Varian Medical System, Palo Alto, CA) was mounted
vertically to the tabletop to detect transmitted radiation. The Co–60 unit is located in a wellshielded bunker at the CCSEO.
A detailed schematic of the imaging setup is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The source-to-axis
distance (SAD) along the z-axis (Figure 3.10) was 80 cm as defined by the Co–60 unit’s isocenter.
The intersection point of north-south and east-west wall-mounted lasers was used to align the
stage’s axis of rotation. The imaged object or phantom rested on the translation-rotation stage.
The north-south laser was used to align the center of the EPID’s sensitive matrix of detector
elements to the radiation beam. The imaging panel and stage were fixed to a mechanical table that
was also able to undergo vertical translation to assist in this alignment process. The treatment
couch stand and surface-top of the Co–60 unit were each rotated 90º about the isocenter in order
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 4.1 Photograph of the Co–60 imaging system consisting of: (a) the LC250 Electronic Portal
Imaging Device (Varian), (b) the in-house rotation-translation stage, (c) and the Theratron 780C Co–60
radiotherapy unit (Best Theratronics, Kanata, ON).

to make room for this table. The distance from the isocenter to the detector for on-board imaging
with a clinical linac is typically in the range of 30-50 cm to correspond with the geometry usually
encountered for an average sized patient. The optimal source-to-detector distance (SDD) for this
work was determined experimentally to be 110 cm which yielded the most favorable resolution
within the clinically practical range. The field size was defined at isocenter and was adjusted
depending on the size of the imaged volume.
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(a)

= 80 cm
= 110 cm

(b)

Figure 4.2 (a) Top view and (b) side view of the Co–60 imaging system with labeled coordinate system,
source-to-axis distance ‘SAD’, and source-to-detector distance ‘SDD’.

4.1.1 Cobalt-60 Radiotherapy Unit
The Theratron 780C Co–60 radiotherapy unit is depicted in Figure 4.3 and its major
components of a treatment couch, treatment head, gantry and stand are labeled. The interior of the
treatment head contains the Co–60 pellets in a cylindrical source capsule of 1.5 cm diameter and
approximately 5 cm length. Consequently the source has a finite size which is rather large in
comparison to the 1 mm x-ray focal spot size of a conventional imaging x-ray unit. The effect of
a finite source size on DT image quality will be discussed Chapter 5.
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(b)

(d)

(c)

(a)

Figure 4.3

Photograph of the Theratron 780C Co–60 radiotherapy unit (Best Theratronics, Kanata ON)

featuring (a) the treatment couch, (b) treatment head, (c) gantry and (d) stand.

The naturally occurring element cobalt is widely produced as a by-product of smelting
nickel and copper ores. Co–60 is manufactured by neutron activation of the stable isotope Co–59.
Co–60 has a half-life of 5.26 years and undergoes β-1 decay to the stable isotope nickel–60, after
which two gamma rays are emitted with energies of 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV. It has been
demonstrated in previous work [Hajdok 2002] that the energy variation of the Co–60 beam has
negligible effects on reconstructed computed tomography images. For the purpose of this imaging
work, Co–60 was considered to be a monoenergetic source with mean of 1.25 MeV energy.

4.1.2 Translation-Rotation Stage
The translation-rotation stage was originally designed and implemented for tomotherapy
dose delivery [Schreiner et al. 2003] and Co–60 megavoltage computed tomography with a
scanning diode detector [Hajdok 2002]. The stage had a 15 cm diameter surface mounted to
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stainless steel guide rails which was capable of 360° rotation and 25 cm translation. A stepper
motor for both directions of motion could be initiated by a local switch or by remote in-house
software using LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, Texas, 1976). A photograph of the
rotation-translation stage is given in Figure 4.4. A screenshot of the user interface for this
software is shown in Figure 4.5. The ‘table motor status’ was updated by clicking the ‘go’ button
in the bottom right hand corner. To move the stage by angle (θ), distance (X), or height (Z), the
desired position was entered in the left column of the ‘move table’ screen. The volume to be
imaged was placed on top of the stage surface and the desired image acquisition geometry was
achieved by controlling the motion of the stage.

Figure 4.4

Photograph of the in-house translation-rotation stage.

Figure 4.5 Screenshot of the in-house LabVIEW software used to control the stage.
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4.1.3 Detection Device
The detector used for this Co–60 imaging research was an LC250 EPID system (Varian
Medical System, Palo Alto, CA) running with the accompanying PortalVision Rel.6 software.
The image detector unit measured approximately 52 cm square and 4 cm thick, and weighed
approximately 7 kg. The hardware consisted of the image detection unit (IDU), image acquisition
system 2 (IAS 2), standard PC with keyboard, mouse, video monitor, and cables to connect the
components. The image detector and acquisition system are shown in Figure 4.6. The IDU was a
liquid filled ionization chamber detector with accessory electronics. A 32.5 cm square matrix of
256 x 256 straight wire electrodes were enclosed in a chamber filled with liquid hydrocarbon
isooctane. Along one axis of each electrode, a polarizing high voltage of up to 450 V was applied
while the other axes of electrodes are scanned, amplified, and measured for ionization currents to
form an image. During irradiation, care was taken to ensure that the field lay at least 1 cm within
the imaging panel matrix so that the two 12 cm wide panels of high precision electronics were not
irradiated. The matrix had a square pixel dimension of 325 mm / 256 pixels, or 1.27 mm and a
quoted spatial resolution of 1 mm at a distance of 25 cm behind the isocenter. The IAS 2
contained drive and acquisition electronics for the IDU, as well as workstation network
interfacing. The PC was connected to the IAS 2 by an Ethernet interface card and ran the
PortalVision Acquisition and Visualization Workstation. [PortalVisionTM 2000].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6 Photograph of the LC250 EPID (Varian Medical System, Palo Alto, CA) (a) image detection
unit and (b) image acquisition system.
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For use on Co–60 units, the image acquisition had to be self-triggered. This was
accomplished by using the maintenance workspace of the software program and running the
service monitor. The treatment acquisition mode was set at energy of 6 MV and a dose rate of
320 MU/min because these were the parameters used when reference measurements were taken
for the data calibration process (described in Section 4.2.2). The read out mode was set to
standard in order to give a higher quality image at a reduced speed. Most of the parameters
defined by this mode pertain to acquisition synchronization with a pulsed beam and are irrelevant
in this application. A full resolution matrix was used so that row by row, all 256 high voltage
electrodes were switched on and line by line, all 256 electrometers were scanned. This was in
contrast to a half resolution matrix type where high voltage electrodes of two neighbors were
switched on together [PortalVisionTM 2000].

4.2 DT Imaging Procedures
Two geometries were used for the tomosynthesis data acquisition and are described in
Section 4.2.1: the linear-scan parallel-path geometry and the isocentric geometry. Section 4.2.2
outlines the data processing steps required for image reconstruction. In particular, the corrections
for random and permanent pixel defects are described. Lastly, specific instructions and input
parameters for the reconstruction algorithms are discussed in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Data Acquisition
The development of the digital tomosynthesis (DT) algorithm for this work began with
the simplest acquisition geometry, namely parallel-path. The translation stage enabled the linear
motion of the imaged volume while the source and detector were kept stationary. To facilitate
linear-scanning (Figure 3.2a) with the Co–60 unit, the stage was translated parallel to the detector
plane along a linear path through the beam as shown in Figure 4.7a. This was equivalent to the
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one-dimensional linear-scan geometry of Figure 3.2a, except that the translation distance was
limited by the width of the beam. Since the source and panel are stationary, the beam could only
be as wide as the detector would allow. This approach was implemented for parallel-path imaging
geometry because of the mechanical limitations for motion between the Co–60 source and IDU.
As described in Section 4.1, the gantry housing for the Co–60 source was only able to move in an
arc about isocenter.
The current stage was unable to facilitate circular-scanning (Figure 3.2b) when the
Co–60 unit gantry was rotated 90º, because it could not move on a plane that was parallel to the
detector in an accurate circular path. A setup with the gantry positioned at 0º was also not
possible because of the vertical stage.
Since the total translation distance in the parallel-path geometry was limited, isocentric
acquisition geometry was investigated. Practical considerations with this imaging system were for
the rotation stage to enable the motion of the imaging volume while the source and detector were
kept stationary. The stage was partially rotated through an arc about its axis of rotation in the
middle of the field as depicted in Figure 4.7b. The arc defined the tomographic angle which was
the total sweep or angle of rotation through which projection data was collected. This adaptation
to the one-dimensional isocentric geometry shown in Figure 3.3b was made because of the
mechanical limitations of the Co–60 imaging system. For the purpose of this investigation, data
were collected every 1º over a tomographic angle of 60º.
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(a)

Figure 4.7

(b)

Top view of (a) the linear-scan parallel-path imaging acquisition geometry and (b) the

isocentric imaging acquisition geometry implemented with an IDU, in-house translation-rotation stage, and
Co–60 radiation therapy unit.

During the entire imaging process, the Co–60 irradiation was maintained over twenty
minute intervals. After initializing the image button in the service monitor of the maintenance
workspace [PortalVisionTM 2000], the projection image data were collected at a rate of one second
per frame following a brief start delay time. In this work, three frames were acquired and
averaged automatically for each projection image. The image was subsequently saved as a text
file and the translation-rotation stage relocated for the next image when triggered remotely on the
IAS 2 interfaced PC. Three dark field images and three flood field images in the absence of the
imaging phantom were acquired for the purpose of data calibration (explained in the following
Section 4.2.2).

4.2.2 Data Processing
Before the acquired projection data could be used in the image reconstruction, the data
were processed to address the effects of electronic noise and pixel defects. First, a dark field
dataset (acquired without radiation), was subtracted from the raw data. This eliminated the
electronic noise and variation in ionization current that was associated with the detector. Figure
4.8 depicts this step of the process for a flood field (acquired with uniform radiation in the
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Raw data

Figure 4.8

Dark field

Raw data – dark field

The raw data for a flood field and anthropomorphic head phantom projection image are given

in column 1. Column 3 shows the resulting image after subtracting the dark field data from the raw data.

absence of an imaged object) and for a projection image of an anthropomorphic head phantom. It
is clear in the subtraction image of column 3 that the pixel defects and random variation in
ionization current were corrected.
After subtracting the dark field data, the result was calibrated to a reference dataset. This
reference dataset maps out the variation in pixel intensity over the area of the detector by
normalizing the values to a mid-field ion chamber reading that closely approximates the inverse
square law. This correction map improved the accuracy of peripheral pixels that detect excessive
beam scattering from finite source radiation. Column 1 in Figure 4.9 shows the calibrated flood
field and the projection from an anthropomorphic head phantom. The calibrated data were scaled
to an average flood field in order to optimize the visibility of image detail. The scaled result is
shown in the rightmost column of Figure 4.9.
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Calibrated data

Figure 4.9

Scaled to flood field

The calibrated and scaled data for a flood field and anthropomorphic head phantom projection

image.

The negative logarithms of the scaled data were calculated to express the projection data
as an integrated map of attenuation coefficients, in accordance to the Radon Transform [Equation
2.2]. Since the IAS2 properties output the data at 180° to its acquired position, each projection
was rotated before the data could be exported for image reconstruction. Finally, the left-most nine
columns of pixels in the image had to be relocated to the right-most nine columns because of a
permanent LC250 EPID readout malfunction.

4.2.3 DT Image Reconstruction
DT images were reconstructed according to the backprojection theory discussed in
Chapter 3. The computational implementation of the algorithms was accomplished using original
coding and the Matlab software package (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). The calibrated and
corrected projection data were used to reconstruct a three-dimensional matrix of tomosynthetic
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data that estimated the density distribution of the imaging volume.
The code for linear-scan DT image reconstruction is presented in Appendix I. It requires
the input of source-to-detector distance (SDD), source-to-plane distance(s) (SPD), total number of
translation steps (n), incremental translation distance (d), detector midpoint (m) and the square
pixel dimension (pitch), for the linear-scan digital tomosynthesis. The program inputs the
projection data in text file format and outputs a DT image for each specified SPD. The data
shifting portion of the code considers the first half of the data collected along translation as
separate from the second half in order to simplify the computation. In this way, the shifting
parameters are grouped according to their direction from the detector’s midpoint. After projection
shifting, the empty regions are padded with zeros to maintain a dataset of coinciding 256 x 256
matrices. This portion of the program is fairly straight forward and relies entirely on imaging
geometry.
The shifted data were averaged using the mathematical approaches presented in Chapter
3. Again, this portion of the code considered the first half of data collection as separate from the
second in order to simplify the computation. Different regions of the summation were averaged
separately since they were comprised of a varying number of projection images (recall Section
3.3.2). The regions were pieced together using the Matlab built-in function ‘horzcat’ to
horizontally concatenate the data.
The isocentric DT program (presented in Appendix II) requires the input of source-todetector distance (SDD), source-to-plane distance (SPD), minimum angle of rotation (angle_min),
incremental rotation angle (d), maximum angle of rotation (angle_max), total number of angular
steps (n), the square pixel dimension (pitch), and the dimensions of the detector matrix (x_dim,
y_dim). Again, the program accepts input of the projection data in text file format and outputs a
DT image for each specified SPD. The first section of the code scans through each pixel of the
simulated panel and assigns it the backprojected value. This enables the data to be considered in
linear-scan geometry. The second section of the code shifts the backprojected planes that lie
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parallel to the focal plane in order to reconstruct the final DT image. Unlike the linear-scan
reconstruction above, all of the projections coincide so there are no regions of uneven overlap.

4.3 Imaging Phantoms and Performance Tests
This section describes the experimental details of the digital tomosynthesis (DT) imaging
experiments. Each phantom was carefully chosen to provide information characterizing the DT
imaging system performance. The system was characterized in terms of its depth localization,
high-contrast spatial resolution, and noise.

4.3.1 Depth Localization
To obtain DT results with a human-equivalent imaged volume, the head portion of the
SBU-4 Human Bone Sliced Phantom (Kyoto Ltd. Phantoms, Kyoto, Japan) shown in Figure
4.10a was imaged. This anthropomorphic phantom (conventionally called the RANDO phantom)
encapsulates a natural human skeleton by a urethane formulation that closely simulates muscle
tissue and randomly distributed fat. The phantom is sectioned into 2.5 cm thick transverse slices
and contains a continuous grid of vertically drilled holes (3 mm in diameter and 3 cm apart)
intended for thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) placement. To demonstrate the ability for DT to
isolate arbitrary planes and provide depth localization, two tungsten pins were inserted in the
dosimeter grid of select phantom slices. Their placements are pointed out in Figure 4.10b and
4.10c; 3 cm from either side of the central sagittal plane. Skeletal and cartilaginous features such
as the earlobe, upper and lower jaw of the phantom were also used as references for depth
localization.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10

Photograph of the RANDO anthropomorphic head phantom from (a) sagitall view, (b)

transverse view of slice 29 and (c) transverse view of slice 28. The vertically placed tungsten pins are
circled and pointed out by the yellow arrows in (b) and (c).

The data were acquired in both the linear-scan imaging geometry of Figure 4.7a and the
isocentric imaging geometry of Figure 4.7b with a source-to-detector distance (SDD) of 110 cm.
Discrete data were acquired every 0.5 cm across a total linear translation of 20 cm. Discrete data
was acquired every 1° over a tomographic angle of 60°. In order to compare depth localization
with variable tomographic angle and variable projection density, more projections than required
for visualization were taken with the isocentric geometry. The central sagittal plane was aligned
at isocenter so that the tungsten pins were located at source-to-plane distances (SPD) of 77.8 cm
and 83.2 cm.
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4.3.2 High-Contrast Spatial Resolution
The QC-3 test phantom (Standard Imaging, Inc. Middleton, WI) contains 5 regions of
high contrast bars with individual spatial frequencies of 0.100, 0.227, 0.273, 0.453, and 0.740 line
pairs (lp) / mm. The bars are composed of alternating lead (11.34 g·cm-3) and delrin (acetal)
plastic (1.42 g·cm-3). A photograph of the phantom is given in Figure 4.11. Unlike the depth
localization explored with the anthropomorphic phantom, the QC-3 has no overlying structures
and will quantify the contribution of DT acquisition and the contribution of reconstruction to the
overall image resolution.
The first imaging test used the QC-3 to determine the SDD within the clinically practical
range. This was accomplished by measuring the line pairs in portal images at various SDD
according to the first spatial resolution measurement technique discussed in Chapter 3. For inplane high-contrast spatial resolution analysis, the phantom was mounted so that the line pairs are
at 45°, in order to lessen the effects of aliasing [Rajapakshe et al. 1996]. The phantom was
aligned in-plane at isocenter so that the DT could be performed using the isocentric data
acquisition geometry. The

(d)

(e)

(c)
(a)

Figure 4.11

(b)

Photograph of the QC-3 phantom with five spatial frequency regions of (a) 0.227, (b) 0.453,

(c) 0.740, (d) 0.273, and (e) 0.100 lp / mm.
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QC-3 test phantom was used to compare the high contrast in-plane spatial resolution
between a portal image and DT images reconstructed with variable tomographic angle and
variable projection density. Experimentally, projections were taken every 1° over a tomographic
angle of 60° in the isocentric acquisition geometry described in Section 4.2.1.
An alternative method to quantify the in-plane high contrast spatial resolution, discussed
in Chapter 3, was implemented using a straight edged tungsten ruler with length 250 mm, width
20 mm and height 0.6 mm. The vertical edge of the phantom was aligned at isocenter and
isocentric DT acquisition geometry was implemented for projections every 1° over a tomographic
angle of 40°. The edge method is useful to determine the line spread function because inadequate
sampling is often problematic if a wire phantom’s diameter is much smaller than the detector’s
pixel size.

A convenient way to measure the slice sensitivity profile (SSP) and cross-plane MTF
(both introduced in Chapter 3 Section 4) is to use a shallow-angled slice ramp [Hsieh 1995]. A
line or strip is placed at shallow angle with respect to the x-y detector plane. The phantom in
Figure 4.12 is a straight edged tungsten ruler mounted in a foam block at θ = 30º to the detector
plane. Recall from Figure 3.10 that the z-direction is cross-plane. Experimentally, the projection
data were acquired every 1º over a tomographic angle of 40º in the isocentric geometry of Section
4.2.1. DT images of the central plane (along the dotted line in Figure 4.12) were reconstructed for
varying tomographic angles and projection densities. The slice ramp phantom is also used to
calculate the slice thicknesses by the MTF approach discussed in Section 3.4.2.

Now that the materials and methods for the experimental work have been fully described,
the DT images obtained can be analyzed and the results discussed in the following chapter.
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Figure 4.12 Photograph of the slice ramp phantom, consisting of a tungsten flat edge mounted in a foam
block at θ = 30º with respect to the (x,y) detector plane. This phantom was used for the quantification of
cross-plane high contrast spatial resolution.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
The purpose of this research was to improve upon existing methods of Co–60 imaging for
patient setup treatment verification in modern Co–60 radiation therapy. Through this
investigation, the aim was to develop a system for digital tomosynthesis (DT) imaging with a
Co–60 source. The most important result from this work was that, for the first time, DT was
developed and implemented using the Co–60 imaging system described in Chapter 4 (Section 1).
The image acquisition geometry and the DT reconstruction code were the major considerations
for this project. Section 5.1 presents the results that were obtained throughout the development of
this DT imaging system. In particular, the ability for DT to achieve depth localization is discussed
in detail. Section 5.2 and 5.3 present the results from various techniques used to assess the image
quality. High contrast resolution and image artifacts are quantified in these sections to provide a
better indication of the optimal imaging parameters.

5.1 Depth Localization
In order to have an image for comparison with subsequent DT images, a single twodimensional (2D) projection image of the RANDO anthropomorphic phantom introduced in
Chapter 4 (Section 3) is presented in Figure 5.1. The data were acquired in the grayscale of
Figure 5.1a, where regions of greater attenuation appear darker. All images presented in this
chapter have been inverted to the grayscale of Figure 5.1b because it is customary in the clinic to
have white indicating higher attenuation. Also, all images are presented at the same intensity level
and windowing. In this image, both the skeletal and cartilaginous structures are visibly
compressed onto a 2D plane. Finally, the two tungsten pins inserted in phantom at slices 28 and
29 are clearly visible (recall Figure 4.10).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1 Sagittal portal projection image of the RANDO anthropomorphic head phantom (taken with
the EPID), where (a) is the output grayscale and (b) is conventional clinical grayscale (bone: white and air:
black.) This will be used for comparison with subsequent DT images.

It quickly became apparent that one cannot determine how deep the pins are within the
imaging volume by examining the 2D projection image alone. This lack of depth information
presents limitation for the use of portal imaging in the alignment of a 3D object. Depth
information or specific plane localization would be more useful for patient setup verification in
radiation therapy because the structure of interest can be visualized without the obstruction from
out-of-plane details. For this reason, DT aims to provide improved visualization of specific planes
throughout an object, thus improving 3D localization.

5.1.1 Linear-Scan Acquisition Geometry
Initial digital tomosynthesis (DT) images were acquired using the linear-scan acquisition
geometry with the shift-and-add algorithm described in Chapter 3 (Section 3). This geometry was
attempted first, because it seemed like the most basic method to implement. As Figure 4.7a
illustrates, the RANDO phantom was translated linearly through the radiation beam and
projections were acquired at multiple increments along its path. The entire dataset was then
shifted and added by a specified amount to yield the summation image of a particular plane.
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The DT summation images of two different planes are shown in Figure 5.2a. Planes A
and B (illustrated at the top of Figure 5.2) define the tungsten pin locations at source-to-plane
distances (SPD) of 78cm and 83cm, respectively. The first observation to make is that the high
contrast pins are clearly distinguishable between each plane. This indicates that select planes of
the anthropomorphic phantom were reconstructed and depth information was obtained through
linear-scan DT.

Anthropomorphic
head phantom

(B)
(A)

SPD = 78 cm

SPD = 83 cm

(a)
(B)

(A)
Summation
image from Shift
& Add technique

(b)
DT image after
summation image
is averaged

Figure 5.2

Linear-scan digital tomosynthesis (DT) images of the RANDO phantom reconstructed by (a)

shift-and-add, then (b) regionally averaging. Plane A is reconstructed at source-to-plane distance (SPD)
78cm and plane B at 83cm. The tungsten pin locations are pointed out by the green arrows.
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At this magnification, the images in Figure 5.2a appear brightest in the central region,
fading outward toward the image peripheral. This is the consequence of adding shifted projection
images that do not entirely overlap. The central region contains the sum of all projection data so it
appears with greatest intensity. The vertical shift lines at either side of the central region were
generated from a decreasing number of projections and so, less data is available for the
summation. The DT image therefore, is more and more like a projection image as you move away
from the central region, and the image quality may be insufficient for clinical application. To
improve the appearance of the linear-scan DT images, one can eliminate the shift lines, or
inconsistent summation, present in the shift-and-add images. The development of this aspect of
the program was rather tedious and required the determination of the exact pixel locations for
each shifted projection. By doing so, the region between each vertical shift line could be averaged
according to the number of contributing projections. The resulting DT images for planes A and B
are depicted in Figure 5.2b. Although the intensity level is maintained throughout the image, it is
important to remember that reconstruction contains the most detail in the central region because it
contains data from a greater range of views. At the periphery of the image, the reconstruction is
less accurate and more comparable to a portal image.
Judging by the presence of ear cartilage in the DT images presented in Figure 5.2, depth
localization is quite poor. This is not unexpected, since, as Figure 4.7a illustrated, the translation
distance is limited by the beam width, and the beam width is limited by the detector size and
source-to-detector distance (SDD). Linear-scan geometry was performed with the optimal
(largest) beam width under said limitations. The total linear translation is equivalent to a
tomographic angle (δ) of 14° as calculated in Equation 5.1. This limited range for angular views
explains why there is little out-of-plane blurring and therefore poor depth localization with this
imaging geometry.
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source

δ = 2 ( 90° − α )
SID=80cm
α
δ

⎛ SID ⎞
δ = 2 ( 90° − tan −1 ⎜
⎟ )
⎝ d ⎠
⎛ 80 ⎞
δ = 2 ( 90° − tan −1 ⎜ ⎟ ) = 14°
⎝ 10 ⎠

d=10cm

[Eq. 5.1]

Figure 5.3

Schematic of a phantom translated a distance (d) from isocenter. Equation 5.1 defines the

relationship between translation distance, tomographic angle (δ), and source-to-isocenter distance (SID).

To address the limited translation distance in the above implementation of DT, an
external imaging source capable of linear translation could be used to implement the parallel-path
geometry shown in Figure 3.2a. Since the Co–60 source is housed inside of an isocentric gantry
however, one must look for an alternate method to achieve a broader range of views.
5.1.2 Isocentric acquisition geometry
After considering the inherent mechanical rotation of the imaging source about isocenter,
DT imaging was developed to implement the isocentric acquisition geometry shown in Figure
4.7b. The RANDO phantom was rotated in the center of the radiation beam and a varying number
of angular views and projection images were acquired. The results presented in Figure 5.4 show
DT images for three different planes located at source-to-plane distances (SPDs) of A) 77.8, B)
80.0, and C) 83.2 cm. Each of the planes were reconstructed 3 times using 20 projection images
distributed evenly over tomographic angles (δ) of 60, 40, and 20 º, respectively.
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(C)
(B)

(A)

‘δ’

SPD = 77.8 cm

SPD = 83.2 cm

SPD = 80 cm

60º
(A)

(C)

(B)

40º

a
c

b

d

20º

a
b

Figure 5.4

DT images illustrating the depth localization of select planes at source-to-plane distance

(SPD) of (A) 77.8, (B) 80.0, and (C) 83.2 cm. The green arrows indicate the position of tungsten pins in
respective images. Each plane is reconstructed with 20 projections for tomographic angles (δ) of 60, 40,
and 20 º. The red boxes indicate anatomical differences between planes such as (a) auditory opening, (b)
upper jaw, (c) vertebrae, and (d) lower jaw. The blue boxes indicate less out-of-plane blurring with smaller
tomographic angle for (a) ear cartilage and (b) upper jaw.
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The most important result regarding the images in Figure 5.4 is that specific depth
localization occurred, and DT imaging was achieved with isocentric acquisition geometry. To
demonstrate this result, image plane A (SPD=77.8cm) was reconstructed at the location of the
tungsten pin in phantom slice 28. As one would expect in-plane localization, the resulting DT
image contains that specific pin. Also, image plane B (SPD=80cm) was reconstructed at an ‘in
plane’ slice through the phantom where no pins were located. This is evident in the resulting DT
image since there are no visible pins. DT images were also reconstructed at plane C
(SPD=83.2cm), where in phantom slice 29, the other tungsten pin was located. In the resulting
image, only the plane C pin is visible and not the pin observed in plane A. Furthermore, DT
images were both achieved and demonstrated by the localization of tungsten pins throughout the
imaging volume.
Depth localization in the DT images of Figure 5.4 is also apparent when one compares
the anatomical differences between the planes. Planes A and C should appear anatomically
similar because they are nearly equal distance away from the central sagittal slice of the head
phantom. Image plane B however, should appear quite different because it is reconstructed at this
central in-plane slice. Some obvious differences are contained in the red boxes. Specifically, the
cervical vertebrae located at the base of the skull in the phantom are more visible in the central
plane B than in planes A and C. Furthermore, the lower jaw is more visible in plane B and the
upper jaw is more visible in planes A and C. As well, the auditory openings are more defined in
planes A and C than they are in the central sagittal plane. These anatomical variations are another
means to demonstrate the depth localization that occurs in DT imaging.
From the previous results, it is evident that specific planes can be localized by isocentric
DT. One way to qualify the depth localization is to observe its dependence on the tomographic
angle. Recall that in Figure 5.4, twenty evenly spaced projection images were used in the
reconstruction for tomographic angles (δ) of 60, 40, and 20 º. Therefore, in Figure 5.4 each row
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was acquired with one projection every 3 º, 2 º, and 1 º, respectively. It is clear from the
disappearance of over- and under- lying blur in the DT images that in-plane localization improves
with larger tomographic angle. This can be explained by the larger area over which the out-ofplane structures can be blurred. For example, the ear cartilage becomes more visible in image
planes A and C as the tomographic angle decreases. Another anatomical example is that the upper
jaw becomes more visible in reconstructed plane B as the tomographic angle decreases. These
observations indicate that there is a greater sampling of the high frequency components in DT
images reconstructed from a larger span of views and for a constant number of projections.
If the number of projections is not held constant, the projection density (ρ), or number of
projections per degree, can vary. The next results in Figure 5.5 show DT images of plane C
(defined in Figure 5.4), reconstructed for varying ρ. The important observation to make from
these images is that there is little dependence on projection density and large dependence on
tomographic angle for anatomical visualization. Row one is reconstructed with one projection
degree-1 and row two is reconstructed for half of that projection density (1 projection per 2 º). In
other words, for the same tomographic angle, the structural features appear similar when twice
the amount of data is used in the reconstruction. Again, it is clear that localization is improved for
increased tomographic angle by the gradual disappearance of ear cartilage (for example). Blurring
artifact from the tungsten pin in plane A is also visible for the reconstruction with a tomographic
angle of 10º. From these observations, it appears that improved depth localization depends more
on the overall tomographic angle than on the projection density.
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ρ

δ = 10º

20º

30º

40º

50º

60º

1°

2°

Figure 5.5 DT images of plane C (defined in Figure 5.4) reconstructed for two projection densities (ρ =
projection deg-1 and ρ = projection (2 deg)-1) and increasing tomographic angle (δ).

As the DT results in Figure 5.4 demonstrate, the visibility of over- and under- lying
structures is weakened and the focal plane features are enhanced when the tomographic angle is
increased. The ability to achieve depth localization is important for patient set-up verification in
radiation therapy because of the need to view anatomical details at arbitrary depth. In terms of
patient set-up verification, it is desirable to have the most simplistic image acquisition.
For a clinically practical DT system, it would be beneficial to use a smaller tomographic
angle, but the amount of gantry rotation would depend on how much detail would be required in
the image. A broad range of anatomical detail can be seen in Figure 5.5 for tomographic angles
less than 60º. However, even with δ as high as 60º, the acquisition angle is still less than half of
the minimum angle required for computed tomography (180º + field size). A smaller number of
projection images would also be beneficial because they would reduce the dose delivery. The
results in Figure 5.4 are reassuring for the use of DT in patient setup verification because
visibility does not appear to depend greatly on projection density. Therefore, as long as the
tomographic angle is adequate, a smaller patient exposure will result from fewer projections.
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To this point, the reconstructions have been in the in-plane (sagittal) direction, parallel to
the simulated detector and source motion. The projection data has been acquired by a limited
sweep angle centered about the direction perpendicular to the reconstructed plane. In
tomosynthesis, the inherent under-sampling of data does not allow for the reconstruction of
planes in all directions. The effect of limited angle acquisition is visible in the transverse planes
of the head phantom (defined in Figure 3.10), shown in Figure 5.6. The transverse planes are
extracted from a volume of DT sagittal planes spaced 1mm apart. The reconstruction parameters
include a tomographic angle of 60 ° with a projection density of 1 projection deg -1. Only a
central 80 mm transverse band is extracted from the volume data. The only distinguishable detail
in the transverse slices is the tungsten pin locations and the fan-shaped tomosynthetic blur
protruding from either side of each pin. In Figure 5.3c, there is also a symmetrical and cloudy
appearance of the skeletal structure that exists in this transverse section of the head phantom
(visible in Figure 4.11c). If more detail is required from a transverse image, it appears that it
would be necessary to acquire projection data about the direction perpendicular to the plane of
interest.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6 (a) Single projection image of RANDO phantom. Transverse planes are taken from a volume
of 1 mm spaced in-plane DT images through phantom slices (b) 29 and (c) 28, that bisect the tungsten pins
located at SPD = 83.2 and 77.8 cm, respectively.
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Perpendicular to the sagittal and transverse planes is the coronal plane (also defined in
Figure 3.10). One coronal slice is shown in Figure 5.7 for a central 80 mm band that has been
extracted from the same volume that the transverse planes were taken from. Again, the only
distinguishable detail in the image is the tungsten pins and the tomosynthetic blur from
constituent projections. If more coronal plane detail of this imaging volume is desired, the sweep
angle would need to be centered about the direction perpendicular to the plane of interest.
Orthogonal projection datasets were acquired at two perpendicular directions by the various
groups (discussed in Chapter 2) investigating DT for image guided radiation therapy.

Figure 5.7 Single sagittal projection image of the RANDO phantom and a coronal plane that bisects the
tungsten pin locations, taken from a volume of 1 mm spaced in-plane DT images.
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5.2 High Contrast Spatial Resolution
In order to better assess the image quality, high contrast spatial resolution was determined
for the isocentric DT results. The goal of this investigation was to quantify the appearance of
image detail, so that a more accurate comparison could be made between the resulting DT
images. The following section presents the spatial resolution outcomes for both the in-plane and
cross-plane directions depicted in Figure 3.10.

5.2.1 In-plane Response Using QC-3 Test Phantom
A standard clinical method to measure the in-plane, high-contrast spatial resolution is to
use the line pair regions of a QC-3 phantom. The procedure used to calculate the relative
modulation transfer function (RMTF) with the QC-3 phantom followed from the literature
[Rajapakshe et al. 1996]. A projection image of the QC-3 is depicted in Figure 5.8 with regions of
interest (ROIs) labeled for increasing line pair frequency.

1
3
5
4
2

Figure 5.8

Single portal projection image of the QC-3 phantom labeled for increasing line pair frequency

region. The ROIs labeled are described in Table 5.1 (column F).
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The first step of this analysis required each bar set in the image to be defined by a
pixilated region of interest (ROI). Rectangular 10 x 12 pixel areas were chosen because they
provide the largest available sample within each bar set. For each ROI, the total variance σ2t(f)
was calculated using Equation 3.22 and the resulting variance σ2(f) was calculated using Equation
3.21. The random noise variance σ2n(f) was calculated using Equation 3.23, where σsub was the
variance in the subtraction result between the ROI of highest frequency in two similar images.
The random noise σ2n(f) was calculated only once under the assumption that it is consistent for all
ROIs [Rajapakche et al. 1996]. The RMTF was then calculated using Equation 3.24, where σ(f1)
is the output standard deviation for the lowest frequency. The data in Table 5.1 displays the line
pair frequency, standard deviation, and RMTF results for each ROI labeled in Figure 5.8. This
analysis was performed on a single projection image so there is no uncertainty assigned to the
calculated variances.

f (lp/mm)

ROI

Table 5.1

σ t (f )

σ n (f )

σ( f )

RMTF

1

0.100

0.197

0.0046

0.1969

1.0000

2

0.227

0.0235

0.0046

0.0230

0.1170

3

0.273

0.0143

0.0046

0.0135

0.0688

4

0.453

0.0054

0.0046

0.0028

0.0144

5

0.740

0.0064

0.0046

0.0045

0.0226

A summary of the QC-3 resolution test tool characteristics and the RMTF data determined

from a single projection image of the phantom.
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In terms of resolving power, a single projection image of the QC-3 test phantom should
have a greater high contrast spatial resolution than its DT image. DT is expected to reduce the
resolution of a QC-3 test phantom image because of the inherent tomosynthetic blur introduced
by over- and under-lying planes in a 3D object. DT images of the QC-3 phantom were obtained
with the same parameters that were used to image the anthropomorphic head phantom. The
number of projections was kept at 20 to begin. Figure 5.9 shows the DT images for tomographic
angles (δ) of 20, 40, and 60 °, respectively. From visual inspection, it appears that resolution of
the DT images degrades slightly as δ increases. The line pairs in regions 4 and 5 are visibly
unresolvable for all images. Region 3 (0.273 lp/mm) becomes unresolvable with increasing δ
region 2 appears slightly degraded, and region 1 appears consistent.

δ = 20°

40°

(a)

60°
(c)

(b)
1
3
5
4
2

Figure 5.9

DT images of the QC-3 phantom (with labeled frequency regions) reconstructed with 20

projections and tomographic angles (δ) of (a) 20, (b) 40, and (c) 60 °.
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The RMTF was calculated for each of the bar sets in Figure 5.9. RMTF curves for each
tomographic angle are plotted in Figure 5.10, normalized to their respective output for Region 1.
The RMTF curve for the single projection image (portal) is also included. A linear fit of the data
was used because it had been reported superior to polynomial or logarithmic fits [Rajapakshe et
al. 1996]. There are no associated error bars on the RMTF because only one value can be
calculated per region, per DT image. The RMTF decreases slightly with increasing δ for spatial
frequency Regions 2 and 3. The values for each RMTF at 5% maximum are plotted in Figure
5.11 on the next page, and scaled to the single projection image value in order to illustrate the
spread in relative high contrast spatial resolution. The spread is relatively small and can be
attributed to backprojection interpolation of the reconstruction algorithm.

Figure 5.10 The relative modulation transfer functions (RMTF) determined by imaging the QC-3 test tool,
plotted for a portal image and DT images reconstructed with 20 projections and varying tomographic angle.
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Figure 5.11

The variation of spatial frequencies at 5% of the relative modulation transfer functions

(RMTF) in Figure 5.10, plotted for DT images with 20 projections and varying tomographic angle.

DT images of the QC-3 phantom were also reconstructed for different projection
densities (ρ) using projections taken every 1, 2, and 4 °. The resulting images are shown in Figure
5.12 for δ = 20, 40 and 60 °. By comparing region 3, it can be seen that resolution is ever so
slightly degraded as projection density increases. This is the resulting trend for the three given
tomographic angles. The RMTF were calculated and are plotted in Figure 5.13 for reconstructed
images with δ = 40° and varying projection density. The results indicate that relative to 0.100
lp/mm, the MTF is independent of projection density. In other words, there is no relative change
in high contrast spatial resolution as DT images were reconstructed with fewer projections. This
result also indicates that there is negligible alignment error introduced by the shifting component
of the reconstruction algorithm. As the number of projections contributing to a reconstructed
image increases, an alignment error would be increasingly more noticeable.
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Figure 5.12

DT images of the QC-3 phantom reconstructed for projection densities (ρ) of one projection

every 1, 2, and 4 °, and three different tomographic angles (δ) of 20, 40, and 60 °. Regions 1-3 correspond
to spatial frequencies of 0.100, 0.227, and 0.273 lp/mm.
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Figure 5.13 Relative modulation transfer function (RMTF) plotted for the DT images reconstructed with
a 40° tomographic angle and varying projection density.

5.2.2 In-plane Response Using Edge Profile
An alternate method used to quantify in-plane high contrast spatial resolution was to
determine the MTF by calculating the frequency response of an input impulse function. The
analytical procedure follows from the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 3 (Section 4)
for the edge method. First, the edge spread function (ESF) was extracted from the image data of
the tungsten phantom described in Chapter 4 (Section 3). The average of six edge profiles was
calculated to determine the ESF. For a single projection image, the normalized ESF is plotted in
Figure 5.14 and represents the image that most closely approximates an ideal step function. In
this case, the high contrast drop-off occurs over a 20 pixel range. To determine the impulse
response function, the line spread function (LSF) was calculated in order to approximate an ideal
point spread function. The LSF was calculated by taking the first derivate of the ESF and an
example LSF is also plotted in Figure 5.14 for the same image.
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Figure 5.14 Edge Spread Function (ESF) from the average of six profiles of a projection image of a high

contrast edge phantom. Line spread function (LSF) corresponding to the ESF of the edge phantom.

The MTF of the single projection image was then calculated by taking the onedimensional Fourier transform of the LSF. For a constant number of 10 projections, the MTFs
were also calculated for DT reconstructions with tomographic angles of 10, 20, and 40 °. The
various MTFs were normalized to their respective maximum value in order for a comparison to
be made, and are plotted in Figure 5.15. The cutoff frequency was calculated according to the
Nyquist formula in Equation 5.2 for the sample spacing (∆x) of 1.27 mm. The limiting resolution
at 5% of the maximum MTF is plotted in Figure 5.16 for each of these images. Rather than
yielding one MTF with a point object, the edge method has the advantage of providing a number
of profiles that can be averaged for the MTF calculation.

f cutoff =

1
1
=
= 0.39mm −1
2Δx 2(1.27 mm)
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[Eq. 5.2]

Figure 5.15 Edge method modulation transfer function (MTF) of the portal image and DT images with

tomographic angles of 10, 20, and 40 °. Ten projections were used for the DT reconstruction.

Figure 5.16 The limiting spatial resolution values extracted from 5% of the maximum MTFs in Figure

5.15 (by the edge method).
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The spread of the MTFs in Figure 5.15 shows that in-plane high contrast spatial
resolution decreases as tomographic angle increases. This trend is consistent with the results from
the QC-3 test phantom shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The dependence of DT image quality on
tomographic angle has now been quantified by calculating the MTF and determining spatial
resolution with two different techniques.
The final measurements and calculations of the in-plane spatial resolution were taken
from DT images reconstructed for a constant tomographic angle (δ) and varying projection
density (ρ). For δ = 40°, Figure 5.17 shows the resulting MTFs for DT images reconstructed with
projections included every 1, 2, and 4 °. Similar to the RMTF results in Figure 5.13 using the
QC-3 test phantom, the MTF is again shown to be independent of projection density.

1 / (4 deg)

-1

1 / (2 deg)

-1

1 / (1 deg)

-1

Figure 5.17 Edge method modulation transfer function (MTF) of DT images reconstructed with a

tomographic angle of 40° and projections every 1, 2, and 4 °.
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5.2.3 Cross-plane Response Using SSP
In the previous subsection, image quality in terms of high contrast spatial resolution was
determined for the in-plane direction defined in Figure 3.10. It was also deemed useful to
quantify the cross-plane image quality by characterizing the high contrast resolution by the same
variation in reconstruction parameters. In doing so, one can examine the influence of out-of-plane
details to assess the integrity of the image plane. The cross-plane high contrast spatial resolution
is determined using the methods discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 4) with the slice ramp phantom
introduced in Chapter 4 (Section 3).
Recall in Figure 3.12, that the slice sensitivity profile (SSP) describes the system
response to an approximated Dirac delta function. This type of function can be defined by the
amount of slice ramp detail that appears in the DT image. For a perfectly reconstructed plane, the
only high contrast material visible would be where the plane bisects the ramp phantom. Due to
the contribution of over- and under- lying planes in a DT image however, there tends to be a
region in which the phantom visibility tapers off to either side focal plane detail. Therefore, the
full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the SSP can be used to determine the slice thickness
because the profile peaks in the reconstructed plane and falls off to either side. The image plane
was chosen to bisect the edge phantom’s center so that symmetrical fall off occurred for over- and
under- lying planes. The SSP was calculated from the mean of three vertical profiles in each
image.
Note that in subsequent images, there is a visibly lighter region towards the right of the
reconstructed images. This is due to a foam block which was used as a support for the slice ramp
phantom. This artifact does not interfere with the slice sensitivity measurements because profiles
were not measured in this region.
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To begin this investigation, DT images of the slice ramp phantom were reconstructed for
a constant number of 10 projections, acquired with tomographic angles (δ) of 10, 20, and 40 °. As
shown in Figure 4.10, the high contrast edge is mounted in a foam block at an angle with respect
to the axis in the cross-plane direction (coming out of the page). The resulting images are shown
in Figure 5.18, along side a single projection image of the phantom. As the acquisition angle
increases, it is possible to see that the reconstructed plane bisecting the ramp phantom becomes
more isolated, and less like a single projection. For example, figure 5.18b appears similar to the
projection image in Figure 5.18a because of the limited sweep angle. A single plane is more
isolated in Figure 5.18d however, because only a select portion of the ramp phantom is visible.
The SSP for each DT image in Figure 5.18 is plotted in Figure 5.19. Due to the poor
plane isolation and different directions of tomosynthetic blur for δ = 10 and 20°, the profiles are
not very symmetrical. Despite this observation, the SSPs still give an indication of how localized
the plane is. To quantify the cross plane resolution, the slice thickness for δ = 40° was calculated
from the FWHM of the SSP, using Equation 3.25. Recall in Figure 3.12, that the slice thickness
(2t) is in the cross-plane (z) direction, while the FWHM distance is measured from the SSP in the
detector (x-y) plane.

Portal
(a)

δ = 10 °
(b)

20 °
(c)

40 °
(d)

Figure 5.18 DT images of the ramp phantom for a constant number of 10 projections and tomographic

angles (δ) of (a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20, and (d) 40 °.
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Figure 5.19 Normalized slice sensitivity profiles (SSP) for the DT images in Figure 5.18, reconstructed

with a constant number of 10 projections and varying tomographic angles.

The results from the slice thickness calculations are presented in Table 5.2. In this case,
the slice thickness value cannot be determined for δ = 10° and is not very accurate for δ = 20°
because the focal planes are so ill-defined. By looking at the DT images however, it is clear that
cross-plane spatial resolution improves with increased tomographic angle. This result confirms
that the total translation or angular sweep determines the level of depth localization.

Angle (°)
40

Table 5.2

FWHM (pixels)

FWHM (+/- 1 mm)

63

Slice Thickness (+/- 3) mm

80

The slice thickness data calculated from the slice sensitivity profile in Figure 5.19.
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Next, the SSPs were compared for images reconstructed with a constant tomographic
angle (δ) of 40°, and varying projection density (ρ). As for the in-plane resolution parameters,
projections were acquired every 1, 2, or 4 °. The resulting DT images are shown in Figure 5.20
for each projection density, and the SSP for these reconstructed images are plotted in Figure 5.21.

ρ = 1 projection (1 deg)-1
(a)

(2 deg)-1

(4 deg)-1
(c)

(b)

Figure 5.20 DT images of the slice ramp phantom for a constant tomographic angle (δ = 40°) and

projection densities of 1 projection for every (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 4 °.

1 / (1 deg)-1
1 / (2 deg)-1
1 / (4 deg)-1

Figure 5.21 Slice sensitivity profiles (SSP) for the DT images of varying projection density in Fig. 5.20.
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Density (ρ)

Table 5.3

FWHM (pixels)

FWHM (+/- 1 mm)

Slice Thickness (+/- 3) mm

1 / (1°)

65

83

48

1 / (2°)

64

81

46

1 / (4°)

63

80

46

The slice thickness data calculated from the slice sensitivity profiles in Figure 5.21.

From the SSPs, the FWHM were determined. Table 5.3 lists the data that correspond to
the SSPs in Figure 5.21 where Equation 3.25 was again used to calculate the slice thickness. The
results indicate that the three SSPs are nearly identical and the slice thicknesses are within 2 mm
of each other. This indicates that the presence of out-of-plane detail in the reconstructed plane has
little dependence on projection density. In other words, a DT image reconstructed with 40
projections will have a similar high contrast cross-plane resolution when reconstructed with 20 or
10 projections over the same tomographic angle.
It is important to note however, that in Figure 5.20, the backprojection becomes less
dense as the angular sampling increment increases. In Figure 5.20c, the spacing of data collection
is sparse enough to distinguish backprojection ray-paths. Judging by this observation and the
previous results, there may be an image quality trade-off for the benefit of fewer projections when
it comes to patient imaging.

5.2.4 Cross-plane Response Using ESF
Slice thickness was also determined using the MTF approach discussed in Chapter 3
(Section 4), by examining the spacing between an in-plane MTF and out-of-plane MTFs. Figure
5.21 shows a DT image of the slice ramp phantom with the labeled locations of the in-plane
(focal) row (165, y) and an out-of-plane row (151, y). For this approach, the first step was to
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Out-of-plane row (151, y)
In-plane row (165, y)

Figure 5.22

DT image of the slice ramp phantom reconstructed with a tomographic angle of 40° and

projection density of 1 projection deg-1. The focal plane is located and labeled at row (165, y).

determine the MTF from the edge spread function (ESF) of the focal row, in the same manner as
that done for the in-plane MTF calculation. This function is plotted in Figure 5.22 on the next
page and has a labeled half-width half-maximum (HWHM) value of 0.046 mm-1. With respect to
this row, the slice thickness was defined by the out-of-plane MTF curve that has a HWHM at half
of the focal plane HWHM spatial frequency. In order to locate the particular row that yields the
appropriate out-of-plane MTF, various MTFs were calculated and are also plotted in Figure 5.22.
The slice thickness defining out-of-plane row (151, y) was determined and has an MTF curve in
Figure 5.22 that is labeled by the HWHM value; 0.023 mm-1.
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0.023

0.046

Figure 5.23 The modulation transfer functions (MTFs) determined using the ESF on the ramp phantom

DT image in Figure 5.21. The frequency of the in-plane HWHM is 0.046 mm-1 and the slice thickness (2t)
that corresponds to half this value is 2.1cm.

Now, recall the slice thickness geometry from Figure 3.12 for reference. The spacing
between the focal-plane ESF and out-of-plane ESF can be used in Equation 3.25 to calculate the
slice thickness (2t). An example slice thickness calculation is given in Equation 5.3 for the out-ofplane row discussed previously.

2t = 2 ( Δx * pitch ) tan(θ)
⎛
32.5cm
2t = 2 ⎜⎜ (165 - 151) *
256
⎝
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⎞
⎟⎟ tan(30°) = 2.1cm
⎠

[Eq. 5.3]

Table 5.4 presents the results of the slice thickness calculations when DT reconstruction
parameters were varied according to the first column. When the tomographic angle (δ) was held
constant and the projection density (ρ) was varied, the slice thickness is equivalent within 2 mm.
Similar to the results in Table 5.3; cross-plane resolution does not appear to depend on projection
density. On the other hand, when the number of projections was constant and δ was varied, the
slice thickness results indicate a cross-plane resolution dependence on δ. Similar to the
observations made using the SSP method before; slice thickness increases for smaller δ. With this
method of slice thickness calculation compared to the SSP method earlier, a slice thickness can be
quantified for smaller values of δ. The actual numerical slice thicknesses were approximately
doubled in the MTF results compared to the SSP results, because of the way in which slice
thickness was defined. The most meaningful result between the two methods of calculation is
that the relative trend is consistent. The high contrast cross-plane resolution results presented
here, agree with the recent work of Deller et al. [2007].

Tomographic Angle (δ) ,

Row Spacing ( Δx )

Projection Density (ρ)

Slice Thickness (2t)
(+/- 0.1) cm

40 ° , 1 / (1°)

14

2.1

40 ° , 1 / (2°)

13

2.0

40 ° , 1 / (4°)

15

2.2

20 ° , 1 / (4 °)

23

3.4

10 ° , 1 / (4 °)

40

5.9

Table 5.4

The slice thickness for various DT imaging procedures. The data were calculated from the

HWHM of out-of-plane MTF curves.
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5.3 Image Artifacts
The ability to detect particular features in DT imaging was also quantified by the signalto-noise ratio (SNR). To compare the detection ability of in-plane features for different
tomographic angles (δ), the method of Gomi and Hirano [2008] discussed in Chapter 3 (Section
5) was used on the QC-3 phantom data from Section 5.2.1. The signal and background region of
interests are the somewhat arbitrary 10 x 10 pixilated regions outlined in Figure 5.23. Equation
3.26 was used to calculate the SNR from DT reconstruction with δ = 20, 40 and 60 ° and 1
projection every 1°. The results are plotted in Figure 5.24 and show a rising trend with increasing
tomographic angle. Therefore, when projections are included from a broader angular range, the
increase in SNR signifies more accurate in-plane feature detection. This trend is also observed by
Pang et al. [2008] for DT images of a bone sample.

BG

signal

Figure 5.24

Projection image of the QC-3 phantom. The signal and background (BG) ROIs are located

inside the outlining boxes.
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Figure 5.25 Normalized signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for three tomographic angles.

By comparing the level of detail in a single projection image to the detail in a DT
reconstruction, it is evident that the radiation source size alone is not to blame for the
discrepancy. The image degradation must be introduced by some aspect of the DT acquisition
and/or reconstruction process. The results of the in-plane resolution analysis using the QC-3
phantom showed that very little change was introduced by the acquisition and reconstruction
process in the absence of over- and under-lying structure. Therefore, alignment and measurement
error contributed a negligible amount to the level of image degradation observed in a DT image
compared to a portal image. The 3.4% spread between spatial frequencies at 5% of the RMTF in
Figure 5.11 signifies a slight drop in high contrast spatial resolution as tomographic angle
increases. The cause for this discrepancy could be attributed to the first stage of the isocentric
reconstruction discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3). When the acquired data was backprojected to a
simulated detector that lied parallel to the plane of interest, each pixel value was interpolated to
fit the discrete matrix. As tomographic angle increased, the backprojection distance also increased
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and the interpolation between pixel values became less accurate. As well, the rotation stage of the
imaging acquisition system had a measurement uncertainty associated with each increment of
rotation that could not be accounted for. Despite these contributions from the reconstruction
algorithm and acquisition precision, it is negligible in comparison to the inherent tomosynthetic
blurring artifact. The largest contributing factor to the image degradation observed in this work is
the blurring of out-of-plane structure.
To quantify the ghosting artifact inherent in DT imaging, the artifact spread function
(ASF) discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 5) was calculated for the isocentric anthropomorphic
phantom data of Chapter 5 (Section 1). Using the tungsten pin as the in-plane feature, the ASF
measured the relative intensity of out-of-plane ghosting artifacts. The results are presented in
Figure 5.25 for tomographic angles δ = 40° and δ = 60° and various projection density (ρ). It is
clear from the ASF curves that the disappearance of ghosting artifact occurs closer to the focal
plane for larger δ. This makes sense since the out-of-plane details would be spread over a broader
range or smeared over a greater distance. Since this measurement also reflects the cross-plane
resolution, a greater differentiation of in-plane features occurs for larger δ. In terms of varying ρ,
the relative disappearance of tomosynthetic blur does not change. These results reflect the
resolution measurements in Chapter 5 (Section 2), and agree with the ASF trend observed by Wu
et al. [2004].
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Figure 5.26 Normalized artifact spread functions (ASF) for various tomographic angle and projection

density.

Both the SNR and ASF are useful ways to gauge the contribution of imaging artifacts in a
DT reconstruction. The SNR describes the signal relative to image noise in the DT system. The
ASF describes the behavior of tomosynthetic blur for different acquisition parameters. Both
quantities provided information that assist in the characterization of DT for patient setup
verification in radiation therapy. Now that the DT results have been closely examined and
analyzed, Chapter 6 presents a summary of the findings and a proposal for future work.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary
Image guided treatment has become an important component of radiation therapy. The
presence of over- and under- lying anatomy can make it difficult to visualize a structure within
the imaging volume. In particular, it is difficult to locate a specific structure of interest within a
3D volume in a 2D projection image. This inherent limitation of 2D imaging was discussed in
Chapter 5. For this reason, digital tomosynthesis (DT) has been proposed to improve the
localization of anatomical landmarks for patient setup verification in radiation therapy. The goal
of this work was to develop and implement DT imaging on a Cobalt–60 (Co–60) unit. This was
achieved and the technique was illustrated by Co–60 DT imaging of an anthropomorphic head
phantom.
DT images of test objects were then analyzed using various image quality metrics. High
contrast spatial resolution was measured in-plane in order to establish the accuracy of our DT
system in the absence of tomosynthetic blur. High contrast resolution was also measured crossplane in order to gauge the influence of tomographic angle and projection density. Finally, two
different approaches were used to quantify the imaging artifacts inherent to DT.
The results of a visual analysis of depth localization using two DT imaging acquisition
geometries were presented in Chapter 5. The linear-scan acquisition geometry clearly provided
depth localization that was indicated by the localization of tungsten pins. In other words, the
results showed that planes of interest could be reconstructed and isolated within the imaging
volume. However, this acquisition geometry was limited in its ability to provide adequate out-ofplane blurring because of the need for large mechanical translation. It seemed clinically more
practical to utilize isocentric acquisition geometry for on-board imaging. Specific plane
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reconstruction was also shown for this geometry. Localization of focal-plane features was
improved for larger tomographic angles. As long as an adequate number of projection images
were used to backproject the sample, there was little visible improvement with an increase in the
number of projections per tomographic angle (projection density). The results indicate that the
tomographic angle for a particular application depends on the level of detail required. Therefore,
a clinical standard protocol cannot be drawn from this current investigation. It was also
determined that image planes can only be achieved in the direction perpendicular to the center of
the sweep angle. Arbitrary planes cannot be extracted from a reconstructed volume of DT data as
they can in computed tomography. Orthogonal DT acquisition datasets would have to be acquired
if multi-directional planes need to be viewed.
More qualitative analysis of image resolution was provided by measurement of the
relative modulation transfer functions (RMTF) calculated for different line pair frequencies of a
QC-3 test phantom. The goal was to quantify the in-plane reconstruction accuracy of the DT
system. Results indicate that the spatial resolution of DT images depend on the tomographic
angle of acquisition. At 5% of the RMTF, the spatial resolution is slightly degraded as
tomographic angle increases. Over the tomographic span of 0° to 60°, the spatial resolution at 5%
of the RMTF drops from roughly 0.237 to 0.229 lp/mm. Therefore there is a slight drop in the
resolution that is not due to tomosynthetic blur. This behavior may be the result of the limits to
the precision of the rotation stage or the interpolation and shifting component of the
reconstruction algorithm. The reason for this possibility is that as tomographic angle increases,
there would be a greater contribution from these sources of error.
Next, the influence on the RMTF by the number of projections used in the reconstruction
was determined for DT reconstructions of the QC-3 phantom with a 40° tomographic angle.
There is no apparent influence of the projection density on the spatial resolution, when
tomographic angle remains constant. Therefore, there appears to be negligible error introduced by
the interpolation and shifting component of the reconstruction algorithm. If these sources were
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problematic, a lower resolution would be observed as more projection images are included in the
DT. In any case, the resultant in-plane reconstruction accuracy has a negligible influence on the
spatial resolution compared to the effect of tomosynthetic blur.
In-plane resolution was also investigated with an alternate MTF determination using a
high contrast straight edge phantom. This independent analysis provided a consistent resolution
description of the DT imaging system. Again, the limiting resolution values of the MTF
decreased slightly for increasing tomographic angle. Changing the projection density did not
produce a noticeable change in the spatial resolution. It’s interesting and reassuring to compare
the results for both methods of in-plane resolution quantification. These results are also consistent
with other research groups that have used either the QC-3 phantom or edge phantom to
characterize their linear accelerator based DT imaging systems.
Cross-plane high contrast resolution was studied using the slice sensitivity profiles (SSP)
determined from the DT images of a slice ramp phantom. Profiles through the images were used
to calculate the slice thickness based on the full-width, half -maximum. The slice thickness is a
direct indication of the cross-plane resolution because it describes the drop off in cross-plane
detail due to tomosynthetic blur. The cross-plane resolution was determined for different
acquisition parameters (tomographic angle and projection density) as was previously done for the
in-plane analysis. For a constant tomographic angle and differing projection density, the SSP and
subsequent slice thicknesses were nearly identical. For a constant density and varying angle
however, the slice thickness got smaller for larger tomographic angles. Thus, the cross-plane
spatial resolution is improved with increased overall sweep angle.
The cross-plane resolution was also analyzed using the same slice ramp phantom images
as before, but the MTF was calculated from various edge spread functions. The slice thickness
was then determined by the spacing between the focal-plane and a particular out-of-focus plane.
The choice of non-focal plane depended on the half-width, half-maximum of the MTF curves.
Not surprisingly, the results were identical to the previous cross-plane resolution results. As
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projection density varied, the slice thickness remained constant and as tomographic angle
decreased, the slice thickness increased. This ramp method of determining resolution provided, in
particular, a more accurate determination of slice thickness for smaller tomographic angles.
DT image quality was also investigated using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
measurements from DT images of the QC-3 phantom. The signal was determined from a region
of interest in a high density area of the phantom and noise was measured from an area of
unattenuated, uniform background radiation. The results indicated that the SNR increased with
tomographic angle. This result demonstrated the ability for DT to provide a higher SNR for inplane details when the imaging volume was sampled over a larger sweep angle.
The relative intensity of in-plane and out-of-plane features was calculated in terms of the
artifact spread function (ASF), which is a mathematical way to describe the contribution of outof-plane blur in a DT reconstruction. The results showed that the spread function was steeper for
larger tomographic angles. The ASF was similar for various projection densities. This
investigation could be discussed in a similar context to cross-plane spatial resolution. Since the
tomosynthetic blurring artifact had a smaller spread for narrower acquisition angles, the ASF
dropped off over a greater distance (larger slice thickness).

6.2 Conclusion
The ability for megavoltage digital tomosynthesis (DT) patient setup verification using a
Cobalt-60 (Co–60) gamma ray source has been established in the context of cobalt radiation
therapy. DT provides some improvement over the previously investigated megavoltage computed
tomography and can be used on more conventional units. In terms of safety and efficiency, DT is
faster and exposes the patient to less radiation during imaging. This imaging modality also
provides improved depth localization and in-plane visibility for treatment verification compared
to conventional portal imaging in modern Co–60 radiation therapy. DT is a practical and efficient
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method of achieving depth localization from a limited gantry rotation and a limited number of
projections.
The objective of this work was to develop and evaluate the performance of an
experimental system for megavoltage DT imaging using a Co–60 gamma ray source. Linear and
isocentric acquisition geometries were implemented using tomographic angles of 20-60° and 1060 projections. Reconstruction algorithms were designed for both acquisition geometries. Using
the backprojection approach, the data was shifted and added to reconstruct focal planes of
interest. Depth localization and its dependence on tomographic angle and projection density were
visualized with an anthropomorphic head phantom. High contrast resolution at localized depths
was quantified using the modulation transfer function approach. Results show that focal-plane
visibility is improved for larger tomographic angles and has negligible dependence on projection
density. Lastly, the presence of noise and artifacts in the resulting images are quantified in terms
of the signal-to-noise ratio and the artifact spread function. The work presented has provided the
justification required to proceed with a prototype Co–60 megavoltage DT system for patient setup verification in modern Co–60 radiation therapy.

6.3 Future Work
In-plane localization using DT with a Co–60 imaging source has been introduced,
examined, and quantified in the above work. To put this imaging modality into practice for
patient setup verification in modern Co–60 radiation therapy, a conventional Co–60 unit must
first be equipped. This would be a practical task, considering the inherent isocentric geometry of
the unit. Future work can be done on this project in order to improve upon the image quality. A
few experimental and post-processing changes may greatly improve the outcome of this imaging.
With better image quality, we would be able to discuss the utility of DT for specific applications
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of patient setup verification.
Better images may be achieved by equipment alterations, such as upgrading the EPID.
The ionization chamber panel that was available for this work is an older technology that is
known to be less efficient than modern detectors. The conversion of megavoltage gamma rays
into an output signal does not occur at a speed that would be optimal for clinical application. The
resolution achieved is also quite poor in comparison to the image quality produced by newer
EPID models. With the addition of an upgraded detector, it is anticipated that a lot of electronic
noise would be removed from the resultant DT images. Secondly, it would be useful to measure
the accuracy of the in-house rotation stage. Although the level of blur is small, we may be able to
attribute it to either the stage motion or the reconstruction process if the accuracy of the rotation
were known. Since the backprojection relies on the accuracy of the tomographic angle, both
sources of error are somewhat interconnected. As for data acquisition, it would be interesting to
piece together DT datasets, captured from orthogonal directions. It is not clear how this is
accomplished from the literature but the results would yield an even more pseudo-3D
reconstructed dataset.
Chapter 3 (Section 3) introduced the notion of a filtered backprojected image for DT
reconstruction. Many of the groups investigating DT with linear accelerator units have made use
of a filtered reconstruction schemes in order to shape the frequency components of the image.
Filters were not included in this work because it is difficult for an untrained eye to enhance
anatomical data using post-processing techniques. It would be misleading to filter anatomical data
in order to make certain details more visible, especially if the filtering potentially introduces
shifts in edges of anatomy. In the future, commercial DT software will become available that will
include clinically evaluated filtering schemes. It would have been interesting to investigate
different methods of reconstruction. Backprojection was chosen because that is what is being
used for most image reconstruction in radiation therapy. Applications of DT in other clinical
settings and industrial applications have made use of many different techniques for
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reconstruction.
Dose estimation for the DT procedures was not done in the current work. In order to
present DT as an alternative and viable imaging modality, it will be important to establish the
level of radiation exposure received by the patient. This analysis would best be done once the DT
images are satisfactory for specific setup applications. Also, a direct comparison of portal
imaging, DT, and CT may be helpful to further characterize the DT system for modern Co–60
radiation therapy. This comparison of imaging modalities is common in the DT literature.
Clinicians would be asked to examine and rate the anatomical visibility from each set of images.
Through this analysis, reconstruction planes could be accurately compared because DT data was
extracted from a subset of CT data. DT imaging was compared to a single projection image using
the current Co–60 experimental setup. Comparing a CT and DT imaging plane would be a
valuable investigation because the CT image could be used as a gold standard for image quality.

Although there are still many things that need to be investigated before our collective
research goal is achieved, this work has been an important first step. Some of the suggestions
made here have been investigated already and excluded from this report for brevity. It has been
most valuable to develop the DT imaging system from its foundation because of the lessons
learned along the way. Each stage of the development encouraged the next stage and hopefully
things will continue to progress. Judging by the other research groups who are conducting
analogous work using clinical linear accelerators, DT is in the forefront of imaging research and
has enormous potential for its future use in patient setup verification.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Linear-scan acquisition geometry DT image reconstruction code
% Amy MacDonald
% SAA Tomosynthesis for Linear-scan Acquisition Geometry
% This program performs conventional shift-and-add digital
% tomosynthesis image reconstruction.

% --------------------------------------------------------------------% INPUT
% The user is required to input the source-to-detector distance (SDD),
% source-to-plane distance (SPD) total number of translation steps (n),
% incremental translation distance (d), middle column of detector (m)
% and the pixel pitch of the detector.

SDD

= 110;

SPD_min

= 70;

i

= 0.2;

SPD_max

= 90;

n

= 40;

d

= 0.5;

m

= 128;

pitch

= 32.5/256;

% --------------------------------------------------------------------% CALIBRATED DATA CORRECTION
% After raw data is calibrated to the measured values, this section
% manipulates the data. It is rotated 180 degrees to portray the
% experimental setup. The 9 broken pixels are replaced to their
% acquisition positions.

for loop = 1 : n
if loop <= 9
diff

= dlmread(strcat('calibrated data\00', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));
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rot

= rot90(rot90(diff));
a

= rot(:, 1:8);

b

= rot(:, 9:256);

fix

= horzcat(b,a);

dlmwrite(strcat('corrected data\00', num2str(loop), '.txt'),
fix);
end

if loop >= 10
diff

= dlmread(strcat('calibrated data\0', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

rot

= rot90(rot90(diff));
a

= rot(:, 1:8);

b

= rot(:, 9:256);

fix

= horzcat(b,a);

dlmwrite(strcat('corrected data\0', num2str(loop), '.txt'),
fix);
end
end

% --------------------------------------------------------------------% CORRECTED DATA SHIFT AND ADD
% This section first shifts the corrected data to align at detector
% midpoint. Each shifted projection is summed together for a net image.

cor = dlmread(strcat('corrected data\0', num2str(n/2), '.txt'));
dlmwrite(strcat('shifted data\0', num2str(n/2), '.txt'), cor);
% imwrite(cor, strcat('shifted data\0', num2str(n/2), '.jpg'));
dlmwrite(strcat('DT\0', num2str(n/2), '.txt'), cor);

for SPD = SPD_min : i : SPD_max

cor1 = dlmread(strcat('corrected data\0', num2str(n/2), '.txt'));

for loop = 1 : n
if loop < 10
cor

= dlmread(strcat('corrected data\00', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));
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shiftpix = round((n/2 - loop) * d * (SDD / SPD) * 1/pitch);
a

= zeros(256, shiftpix);

b

= cal(:, 1 : (256 - shiftpix));

shifted

= horzcat(a, b);

dlmwrite(strcat('shifted data\00', num2str(loop), '.txt'),
shifted);
end

if loop < n/2 && loop >= 10
cor

= dlmread(strcat('corrected data\0', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

shiftpix = round((n/2 - loop) * d * (SDD / SPD) * 1/pitch);
a

= zeros(256, shiftpix);

b

= cal(:, 1 : (256 - shiftpix));

shifted

= horzcat(a,b);

dlmwrite(strcat('shifted data\0', num2str(loop), '.txt'),
shifted);
end

if loop > n/2
cor

= dlmread(strcat('corrected data\0', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

shiftpix = round((loop - n/2) * d *(SDD / SPD) * 1/pitch);
a

= zeros(256, shiftpix);

b

= cal(:, (shiftpix + 1) : 256);

shifted

= horzcat(b,a);

dlmwrite(strcat('shifted data\0', num2str(loop), '.txt'),
shifted);
end

sum

= cor1 + shifted;

cor1 = sum;
end
dlmwrite(strcat('sum\sum_', num2str(SPD), '.txt'), sum);
end
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% --------------------------------------------------------------------% SUMMATION DATA AVERAGED
% This section removed the vertical shift columns by considering each
% shifted data individually. The corresponding average is given to each
% region, and the result is a shiftline free DT image.

for SPD = SPD_min : i : SPD_max

sum = dlmread(strcat('sum\sum_', num2str(SPD), '.txt'));

for loop

= 0 : n/2 - 1

shiftpix1 = round((n/2 - (loop-1)) * d * (SDD / SPD) *
1/pitch);
shiftpix2 = round((n/2 - loop) * d * (SDD / SPD) * 1/pitch);
new

= horzcat(sum(:, 1 : 256-shiftpix1), (sum(:,
256-shiftpix1+1 : 256-shiftpix2)) ./ (n (loop+1)), sum(:, 256-shiftpix2+1 : 256));

sum

= new;

dlmwrite(strcat('ave\ave_', num2str(loop), '.txt'), new);
end

for loop

= n/2 + 1 : n - 3

shiftpix1 = round((loop - n/2) * d *(SDD / SPD) * 1/pitch);
shiftpix2 = round((loop + 1 - n/2) * d *(SDD / SPD) *
1/pitch);
new

= horzcat(sum(:, 1 : shiftpix1), (sum(:,
shiftpix1+1 : shiftpix2)) ./ (loop+2),
sum(:, shiftpix2+1 : 256));

sum

= new;

dlmwrite(strcat('ave\ave_', num2str(loop), '.txt'), new);
end

sum

= dlmread(strcat('sum\sum_', num2str(SPD), '.txt'));

left

= dlmread(strcat('ave\ave_', num2str(n - 3), '.txt'));

right = dlmread(strcat('ave\ave_', num2str(n/2 - 1), '.txt'));

a = round((n/2 + 1 - n/2) * d * (SDD / SPD) * 1/pitch);
b = round((n - 2 - n/2) * d * (SDD / SPD) * 1/pitch);
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c = 256 - round((n/2 + 1) * d * (SDD / SPD) * 1/pitch)+1;
d = 256 - round((n/2 - n/2 + 1) * d * (SDD / SPD) * 1/pitch);

sum(:, 1 : a)

= sum(:, 1 : a) ./ (n/2);

sum(:, a+1 : b)

= left(:, a+1 : b);

sum(:, b+1 : c-1 ) = sum(:, b+1 : c-1) ./ n;
sum(:, c : d)

= right(:, c : d);

sum(:, d+1 : 256)

= sum(:, d+1 : 256) ./ (n/2);

dlmwrite(strcat('DT\image_', num2str(SPD), '.txt'), sum);

end
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Appendix 2: Isocentric acquisition geometry DT image reconstruction code
% Amy MacDonald
% SAA Tomosynthesis for Isocentric Acquisition Geometry
% This program performs an adapted version of shift and add digital
% tomosynthesis image reconstruction for isocentric acquisition
% geometry.

% --------------------------------------------------------------------% INPUT
% The user is required to input the source-to-detector distance (SDD),
% source-to-plane distance (SPD), minimum angle of rotation(angle_min),
% incremental rotation angle (d), maximum angle of rotation(angle_max),
% total number of angular steps (n), pixel pitch of the detector
% (pitch), and the dimensions of the detector matrix (x_dim, y_dim).

SDD

= 110;

SID

= 80;

SPD_min

= -4;

i

= 0.1;

SPD_max

= 4;

angle_min

= 170;

d

= 1;

angle_max

= 190;

n

= 41;

x_dim

= 256;

y_dim

= 256;

mid_col

= x_dim/2;

mid_row

= y_dim/2;

pitch

= 32.5/256;
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% --------------------------------------------------------------------% CALIBRATED DATA CORRECTION
% After raw data is calibrated to the measured values, this section
% manipulates the data. It is rotated 180 degrees to portray the
% experimental setup. The 9 broken pixels are replaced to their
% acquisition positions.

for loop = 1 : n

if loop <= 9
diff

= dlmread(strcat('calibrated data\00', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

rot

= rot90(rot90(diff));
a

= rot(:, 1:8);

b

= rot(:, 9:256);

fix

= horzcat(b,a);

angle

= 149 + loop;

dlmwrite(strcat('corrected data\', num2str(angle), '.txt'),
fix);
end

if loop >= 10
diff

= dlmread(strcat('calibrated data\0', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

rot

= rot90(rot90(diff));
a

= rot(:, 1:8);

b

= rot(:, 9:256);

fix

= horzcat(b,a);

angle

= 149 + loop;

dlmwrite(strcat('corrected data\', num2str(angle), '.txt'),
fix);
end
end
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% --------------------------------------------------------------------% CORRECTED DATA BACKPROJECTION
% This section backprojects the corrected data to a simulated detector
% plane that lies parallel to the focal plane. In doing so, each column
% and row of the simulated plane is scanned and assigned the
% backprojected value. This process is divided into sections based on
% the direction of rotation and the pixel position relative to detector
% midpoint.

col_min

= 5;

col_max

= 251;

row_min

= 22;

row_max

= 234;

B

= zeros(x_dim, y_dim);

for loop

= angle_min : 179

angle = (180-loop) * pi / 180;
for col = col_min : mid_col
A

= dlmread(strcat('corrected data\', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

C

= (mid_col - col) * pitch;

X

= round( SDD * C * cos(angle) / ( SDD - C *
sin(angle) ) * 1/pitch);

for row = row_min : mid_row
R

= (mid_row - row) * pitch;

Y

= round(sqrt( (X*pitch)^2 + SDD^2 ) *
R / (sqrt( (SDD-C*sin(angle))^2 +
(C*cos(angle))^2 ))* 1/pitch);

B(row, col) = A(mid_row - Y, mid_col - X);
end

for row = mid_row + 1 : row_max
R

= (row - mid_row) * pitch;

Y

= round(sqrt( (X*pitch)^2 + SDD^2 ) *
R / (sqrt( (SDD-C*sin(angle))^2 +
(C*cos(angle))^2 )) * 1/pitch);

B(row, col) = A(mid_row + Y, mid_col - X);
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end
end

for col = mid_col + 1 : col_max
A

= dlmread(strcat('corrected data\', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

C

= (col - mid_col) * pitch;

X

= round( SDD * C * cos(angle) / ( SDD + C *
sin(angle) ) * 1/pitch);

for row = row_min : mid_row
R

= (mid_row - row) * pitch;

Y

= round(sqrt( (X*pitch)^2 + SDD^2 ) *
R / (sqrt( (SDD+C*sin(angle))^2 +
(C*cos(angle))^2 ))* 1/pitch);

B(row, col) = A(mid_row - Y, mid_col + X);
end

for row

= mid_row + 1 : row_max

R

= (row - mid_.

vrow) * pitch;

Y

= round(sqrt( (X*pitch)^2 + SDD^2 ) *
R / (sqrt( (SDD+C*sin(angle))^2 +
(C*cos(angle))^2 )) * 1/pitch);

B(row, col) = A(mid_row + Y, mid_col + X);
end
end

dlmwrite(strcat('simulated data\', num2str(loop), '.txt'), B);
end

for loop

= 180

A = dlmread(strcat('corrected data\', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

for col = col_min : col_max

for row = row_min : row_max
B(row, col) = A(row, col);
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end

end

dlmwrite(strcat('simulated data\', num2str(loop), '.txt'), B);
end

for loop

= 181 : angle_max

angle = (loop - 180) * pi / 180;

for col = col_min : mid_col
A

= dlmread(strcat('corrected data\', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

C

= (mid_col - col) * pitch;

X

= round( SDD * C * cos(angle) / ( SDD + C *
sin(angle) ) * 1/pitch);

for row = row_min : mid_row
R

= (mid_row - row) * pitch;

Y

= round(sqrt( (X*pitch)^2 + SDD^2 ) *
R / (sqrt( (SDD+C*sin(angle))^2 +
(C*cos(angle))^2 )) * 1/pitch);

B(row, col) = A(mid_row - Y, mid_col - X);
end

for row = mid_row + 1 : row_max
R

= (row - mid_row) * pitch;

Y

= round(sqrt( (X*pitch)^2 + SDD^2 ) *
R / (sqrt( (SDD+C*sin(angle))^2 +
(C*cos(angle))^2 )) * 1/pitch);

B(row, col) = A(mid_row + Y, mid_col - X);
end

end

for col = mid_col + 1 : col_max
A

= dlmread(strcat('corrected data\', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));
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R

= (col - mid_col) * pitch;

X

= round( SDD * R * cos(angle) / ( SDD - R *
sin(angle) ) * 1/pitch);

for row = row_min : mid_row
R

= (mid_row - row) * pitch;

Y

= round(sqrt( (X*pitch)^2 + SDD^2 ) *
R / (sqrt( (SDD-C*sin(angle))^2 +
(C*cos(angle))^2 )) * 1/pitch);

B(row, col) = A(mid_row - Y, mid_col + X);
end

for row = mid_row + 1 : row_max
R

= (row - mid_row) * pitch;

Y

= round(sqrt( (X*pitch)^2 + SDD^2 ) *
R / (sqrt( (SDD-C*sin(angle))^2 +
(C*cos(angle))^2 )) * 1/pitch);

B(row, col) = A(mid_row + Y, mid_col + X);
end

end

dlmwrite(strcat('simulated data\', num2str(loop), '.txt'), B);
end

% --------------------------------------------------------------------% BACKPROJECTED DATA SHIFT AND ADD
% This section first shifts the adjusted data for alignment at detector
% midpoint. The average of the shifted projections determines the DT
% image.

sim1 = dlmread('simulated data\180.txt');
dlmwrite('simulated data\180.txt', sim1);
% imwrite(sim1, 'shifted data\180.jpg');
dlmwrite('DT\180.txt', sim1);

for p

= SPD_min : i : SPD_max
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sim1 = dlmread('simulated data\180.txt');

for loop = angle_min : d : angle_max

if p <= 0

if loop < 180
angle

= (180 - loop) * pi /180;

SPD

= SAD * cos(angle) + p;

sim

= dlmread(strcat('simulated data\', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

shiftpix = round(SDD * sin(angle) * (SAD * cos(angle) /
SPD - 1) * 1/pitch);
a

= zeros(x_dim, shiftpix);

b

= cal(:, (shiftpix + 1) : y_dim);

shifted

= horzcat(b, a);

dlmwrite(strcat('shifted data\', num2str(loop), '.txt'),
shifted);
end

if loop > 180
angle

= (loop - 180) * pi / 180;

SPD

= SAD * cos(angle) + p;

sim

= dlmread(strcat('simulated data\', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

shiftpix = round(SDD * sin(angle) * (SAD * cos(angle) /
SPD - 1) * 1/pitch);
a

= zeros(x_dim, shiftpix);

b

= cal(:, 1 : (y_dim - shiftpix));

shifted

= horzcat(a, b);

dlmwrite(strcat('shifted data\', num2str(loop), '.txt'),
shifted);
end

end

if p > 0
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if loop < 180
angle

= (180 - loop) * pi / 180;

SPD

= SAD * cos(angle) + p;

cor

= dlmread(strcat('simulated data\', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

shiftpix = round(SDD * sin(angle) * (1 - SAD * cos(angle) /
SPD ) * 1/pitch);
a

= zeros(x_dim, shiftpix);

b

= cal(:, 1 : (y_dim - shiftpix));

shifted

= horzcat(a, b);

dlmwrite(strcat('shifted data\', num2str(loop), '.txt'),
shifted);
end

if loop > 180
angle

= (loop - 180) * pi / 180;

SPD

= SAD * cos(angle) + p;

cor

= dlmread(strcat('simulated data\', num2str(loop),
'.txt'));

shiftpix = round(SDD * sin(angle) * (1 - SAD * cos(angle) /
SPD ) * 1/pitch);
a

= zeros(x_dim, shiftpix);

b

= cal(:, (shiftpix + 1) : y_dim);

shifted

= horzcat(b, a);

dlmwrite(strcat('shifted data\', num2str(loop), '.txt'),
shifted);
end

end

sum

= sim1 + shifted;

sim1 = sum;
end
ave = sum ./ n;
dlmwrite(strcat('DT\', num2str((SAD + p) * 1000), '.txt'), ave);
end
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